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Abstract
Problems identified in an existing process are solved as more integrated,
powerful and real time hardware and software solutions change the way the
operating forces - the managers, engineers and operators - control the
manufacturing system. The manufacturing information system designed to
speed the transfer and dissemination of data, to automate the routine, or to
control the current manufacturing process is: an improvement in itself; however,
it does not necessarily support the process of continuous improvement.
For an information system to support the process of continuous
improvement, it must support the organization's discipline for improvement.
This problem solving discipline should begin with the careful selection of key
measurements which support the goals of the organization while providing the
operating forces with sufficient direction to focus and re-focus on current
problems, and to measure progress towards the goal. With key measurements
in place, a list of top problems can be identified, and the resources of the
complete organization can be focused on their solution. Finally, the solution to
these problems will be carefully developed and documented as a team of
skilled individuals takes the problem from definition, to containment, to root
cause identification and elimination and finally to ongoing verification and
control. Since the problem and the method for solution are not clear at the
outset, the information system cannot be expected to contain a solution before
the fact. Rather the information system for continuous improvement should
begin with basic support for the problem solving disciplines inclUding
measurements, Pareto, and a statistical tool-set, and should evolve into the
documentation of a problem and its solution as the team takes the problem
from definition through elimination or control.
The case study contrasts two manufacturing facilities which launched
identical products, processes and information systems with very different levels
of success. When launched, neither the process nor the information system
functioned as intended in either plant, but while one plant has called both a
failure, the second plant has made both a success. The difference finds
possible causes in many places, but most of these are excuses for failure rather
than the core problem. The key to the second plant's success, and the root
cause of the first plant's failure lies in the disciplines of problem solving and
their application to both improving the process and evolving the information
system to support further improvement.
1
1 Introduction
Information is the driving force for change: when transformed into
actions, information's enlightened use will result in a process of continuous
improvement in all aspects of a manufacturing system. Given the right
information at the right time, people can make decisions about what is
changing or needs to be changed within the system they control. With access
to the right information, the operating forces can react to or direct change,
measure the effectiveness of their actions, and move the system towards the
goals set by the pace of competition.
Given the role of information in the improvement process, the goal of a
manufacturing information system for quality and throughput improvement must
be to prOVide the information required by the operating forces to solve the
problems which prevent the manufacturing system from performing up to its
potential. For an information system to support the._process of continuous
improvement, it must support the organization's disciplines for improvement.
These problem solving disciplines should begin with the careful selection of key
measurements which support the goals of the organization while providing the
operating forces with sufficient direction to focus and re-focus on current
problems, and to measure their progress towards the goal. With key
measurements in place, a list of top problems can be identified, and the full
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resources of the organization can be focused on their solution. The disciplines
continue as a solution is methodically developed by a team of skilled
stakeholders who take the problem from definition, to root cause identification
and elimination, and finally to ongoing verification or control. Since the
problems and the method of solution are frequently not known a priori, existing
information systems will not necessarily contain all of the data or tools required
for the solution of these unanticipated problems. To provide this necessary
support, the manufacturing information system for continuous improvement
should begin with basic support for the disciplines of problem solving -
measurements, pareto, and a statistical tool set - and should evolve with the
team as it takes any given problem from definition through elimination or
control.
If an organization does not drive a strong, disciplined approach to
problem solving which in turn drives the evolution of the manufacturing
information system, then continuous improvement will falter in both areas.
Without a focus on solving the most pressing process problems, the
manufacturing information system will fail to attract the users who could guide
and nurture its further evolution. Without the computational power of the
information system, the operating forces in today's complex manufacturing
system will be overwhelmed by the volumes of data the system can generate
and the time required to manually convert this data into information. If the
information system does not drive process improvement and process problems
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do not dictate the evolution of the information system, then improvement will
stagnate.
1.1 The Research Question
How significant is the manufacturing organization's adherence to a
disciplined approach to problem solving for the successful evolution of a
manufacturing information system which supports the process of continuous
improvement in a complex manufacturing system?
1.1.1 Definition of Terms
In this study, the significance of adherence to a disciplined approach to
problem solving will be measured for successful evolution in two ways. First,
the manufacturing information system will be measured from the user's
perspective in terms of its utility and acceptance within the organization.
Second, the operating forces measurements for quality and throughput
improvement will be used to compare the effectiveness of the information
system and the problem solving process it supports.
The manufacturing organization refers primarily to the people who
manage one particular manufacturing line and their immediate supervision. This
includes the operators, skill trades people, manufacturing engineers and the
plant management team.
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The complex manufacturing system represents any fully automated
assembly and test process with the capability to collect a wide variety of data
about its state through sensors, barcodes, machine self-monitoring and manual
inputs.
The manufacturing information system refers to the focal point for solution
and documentation of process problems. It may be integrated with several
plant database systems which include design, material or test data, and it will
use these related systems to generate the information which helps the
operating forces solve problems.
A disciplined approach to problem solving is defined as a well understood
and documented process driven by management for the solution of all
problems. The process must begin with the definition of key measurements to
drive improvement, and the creation of a means to collect data to support the
measurements and prioritize actions based on their ranking. The next step in
this disciplined approach for the systematic identification, verification, and
correction of the root cause for process problems which is driven by the
measurements. The final step is the re-evaluation of both the measurement and
management practices after each cycle of improvement to keep the
organization focused on changing priorities.
5
1.2 Review of the Uterature
The review of the literature begins with the definition variation and variation
reduction, the primary focus of any continuous improvement effort in the
manufacturing enterprise. Tools for the reduction and control of variation are
introduced, and the emphasis on the need for disciplines is explored. Next, the
complexity of the modern manufacturing system is examined, with emphasis on
the opportunities and challenges presented by the volumes of data today's
systems are capable of creating and storing. Finally, the link between a strong
information system and continuous improvement is established, along with a
suggested means for judging the information system in terms of the systems
utility for the user.
1.2.1 Variation and the Disciplines of Problem SoMng
The root of quality and throughput problems in manufacturing IS the
inherent variation found in all natural and mar-made processes. Shote
summarizes the finding of Deming and Juran who attribute more than 85% of
quality problems stemming from process variation to management. "Sins of
omission and commissionll including the lack of coherent policies and
disciplines for variation reduction and the absence of appropriate
measurements and goals to guide the improvement process result in
organizations which do not improve quickly and purposefully.
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Juran defines the appropriate choice of measurements as the essential
first step in variation reduction - utilizing measurements which are
understandable and which provide an agreed upon basis for decision making.
With these measurements in place, Juran suggests they play a key role in the
feedback loop for self control in the improvement process - continually
refocusing the operating forces on the most pressing problems.
With measurements defined, Bhote suggests that data collection and
analysis is the next step on the road to variation reduction. Based on the
measurements and the ranking of problems determined by Pareto's law, the
data required for root cause identification and solution can be collected an
analyzed with statistical tools. Of course, if the approach is not disciplined, as
Biswas suggests, the root problems will not be routed out and eliminated.
1.2.2 Automation and System Complexity
Several studies have shown that the complexity of the modern
manufacturing system pose special challenges for the operating forces as they
work towards improving the process. On the side of quality improvement, Kyde
suggests that controlling an overwhelming number of process variables using
manual statistical methods is IIdoomed to failure". For throughput improvement,.
Pau recognizes that the cumulative affect of minor degradations on a long
manufacturing line are often too complex to monitor manually due to the
complexity of the interactions. Solberg summarizes the challenge of complexity
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best when he suggests we overcome these complexities by simplifying the
problem and applying formal methods for understanding cause and effect.
These formal methods should be documented as part of the information system
where appropriate.
1.2.3 The Information Systems Role in Improvement
The importance of the information system for quality and throughput
improvement is clear, Suresh reviews studies of Japanese and American
companies and found that inadequate information systems where prevalent in
all companies with quality problems, and the level of detail found in these
systems "correlated closely with the differences in quality performance." Several
sources highlight one of the reasons for this correlation, the connection
between information and peoples ability to make decisions and take actions
(Patterson, Sheridan, and Suresh).
While it is important to have a method for collecting and processing data,
the form that the information system takes now and its flexibility to meet future
challenges is really the essential element for continuous improvement.
Endrijonas, Layden and Sheridan all recognize that the turnkey or static
software package may meet yesterday's requirements for reporting on
anticipating problems, but that tomorrow's information systems must be flexible
enough to meet the problem solving requirements of the operating forces as
they move from the solution of one problem to the next.
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For judging the success of an information system, Rouse reminds us that
"Technology should be viewed as a means rather than an end in itself '" the
design objectives (of an information system) should be oriented toward
providing a means to help users achieve the operational objectives ..." In this
light Rouse suggests four determinants for assessing the success of an
information system which focus on the utility for the user and the organization in
meeting their objectives.
1.3 The Research Procedure
The research in this paper is intended to establish the significance of a
manufacturing organization's adherence to problem solving disciplines for the
successful evolution of a manufacturing information system which supports
continuous improvement. To do so, I will use a case study which contrasts the
experience of two manufacturing facilities during the launch of almost identical
new products, processes and information systems. The reason for their widely
varying levels of success for improving both the process and information
system finds its roots in the environments surrounding both launches,
specifically the contrast in adherence to problem solving disciplines.
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1.3.1 The Case Study
The case study involves two new manufacturing plants in one division of
Electronics Inc.$' which is a high volume producer of electronics products
intended primarily for the automotive industry. The case study, based on
specifications, interviews, meeting notes and other forms of documentation
propriety to Electronics Inc., contrast two manufacturing facilities which
launched identical products, processes and information systems with very
different levels of success.
When launched, neither the process nor the information system
functioned as intended in either plant. The study focuses on the differences in
environment in the two plants which lead to different levels of success in
launching and improving both the process and the information system.
Although some differences existed, the similarities between the two plants in
terms of management style, process equipment, resources and other
environmental factors have helped isolate the root cause for success or failure
to the disciplines which were applied to drive the improvement process.
1.3.2 Row of the Paper
The paper begins by defining the characteristics of the environment both
manufacturing facilities must operate in. In chapter 2, variation in process
$' Aliases will be used for all organizations, techniques, products and process to keep
the study anonymous.
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quality and throughput is introduced as the overwhelming challenge for the
manufacturing organization, and the importance of statistics and necessary
data support is established. In chapter 3, the first two steps in the general
problem solving process, measurement and Pareto, are defined. Two
measurements, PPM for quality improvement and OEE for throughput
improvement, are introduced as the basis for guiding the improvement effort
and providing the feedback for success. The Pareto principle is applied to both
to prOVide a TOP-5 list of problems which require focus for improvement.
Chapter 4 discusses the details of a problem solving discipline which will take
the operating forces from the definition of a problem, to identification of root
cause, verification and ultimately elimination or control. Particular emphasis is
placed on the type of data required from the information system during this
problem solving process, and the need for the information system to grow as
the problem is solved. Finally, chapter 5 sets the stage for the transition from a
manual to an automated process with the added complexity and opportunity
which come hand-in-hand during such a transition. With this introduction, the
stage is set for the challenges to both plants in the case study, and
confirmation of the importance of problem solving disciplines for the continuous
improvement.
The case study begins in chapter 6 with an introduction to the two plants,
the product they produce and the information system intended to support
continuous improvement. Chapters 7 and 8 trace the evolution and revolution
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from the previously existing manual process to the fUlly automated process and
integrated information system which both plants would launch. The emphasis
of these chapters is on the magnitude of the changes - from the jumps in
process equipment technology to the scope of the new plant information .
systems to the transition towards participative management and work teams.
Chapter 9 defines the technical challenges which the information system posed
to both plants with an emphasis on how these issues hindered success at
Plant-A.· The chapter concludes by analyzing the Plant-A information system
with respect to Rouse's 4 criteria. Chapter 10 contrasts the Plant-Z information
to that of Plant-A with regards to Rouse's 4 criteria to measure success. In
addition, the two plants are judged on bottom line measurements, which
indicate just how much more success Plant-Z has been in actually taking the
actions required for improvement.
1.4 The Results
This paper will show the significance of a manufacturing organization's
adherence to a disciplined approach to problem solving for the successful
evolution of a manufacturing information system which supports the process of
continuous improvement in a complex manufacturing system. The disciplines
which drive process improvement will also drive the information system to
improve. The result is measurable both in the bottom line for the process and
for the utility of the information system.
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2 Variation
Variability is universal to every process known to man. From study of
biology to real biological systems, from sales projections to sales' commissions,
from design concept to manufacturing capability - all processes exhibit
variation.
In many processes, variability is a positive force. Generation upon
generation of animal life have evolved to adapt to the many niches found within
the eco-system: variations in the form of mutations left one set of creatures
with characteristics which provided an edge over the competition. In a more
modern arena, the salesperson, working in the trough of a recession, knows
that an upswing is sure to follow. Anticipating the market changes created by
variation can provide a competitive advantage.
In other processes variability is undesirable. At the beginning of a
manUfacturing process the product designer identifies target values for critical
characteristics of the product. Realistically, all of these characteristics fall within
a range of values rather than at the desired design center. The result is
variation in product quality which may ultimately affect the customer. In the
same manufacturing process, the customer who expects a shipment to arrive at
.
a specific time may be disappointed by variation anywhere within the system -
from variation in raw material delivery to incapable equipment to a data-entry
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error in the shipping department. Variation in the manufacturing process leads
to both uncertain product quality and processing time. The reduction of
variation is the primary challenge facing the operating forces for the process of
ongoing improvement.
2.1 Variation Reduction is the Measurement for Improvement
The first characteristic a the industrial customer is looking for in a supplier
is a proven track record of variation reduction, or to put in the positive sense,
improved conformity to significant characteristics. "Customers want product
uniformity: 'like peas in a pod'" [Bhote,49]. Customers are looking for a
supplier who has the understanding of variation reduction and a plan and
process to implement it.
The next thing the customer is looking for is the elimination of uncertainty.
In terms of delivery, this might mean predicting precisely when a purchased
part will be delivered so that they can be assured that a scheduled build could
be met. In cases where they are not certain, time and effort need to be wasted
on the development contingency plans, excess inventory is required to cover
schedule changes and there exists the possibly of missing a promised delivery.
When the customer knows design centers for critical characteristics,
schedules deliveries to precisely control material flow, or sets aggressive
objectives for new product development, variation reduction is the supplier's
measurement for improvement.
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2.1.1 Quality Improvement
Reducing variation in critical quality characteristics leads to a customer
with little dissatisfaction with th~ supplied product. The traditional U.S. view of
variation, I~hat no matter how narrowly a parameter falls within a specification
limit, the customer will be 100% satisfied, and that no matter how narrowly a
parameter falls outside a specification limit, the customer will be 100%
dissatisfied' [Bhote,49-50] assumes that the customer truly knows the correct
specification limits. On the contrary, a more realistic view of variation, proposed
by Taguchi. is that as the characteristic moves farther from the desired design
center the customer's dissatisfaction increases exponentially.
One accepted measurement of a processes' ability to deliver acceptable
product is Process Capability, or Cpk. This index measures the spread and
centering of a process variable with respect to the prescribed specification
limits. In order to improve a process Cpk, actions can be taken to either shift
the process center or reduce the overall variability of the process. Since the
process center tends to be a function of equipment setup, which is usually
adjustable, the challenge for improvement is in reducing the process spread to
the point that all product produced is within the specification limits.
Specific statistical and analytical tools, frequently called Design of
Experiments (DOE), are used to identify the strength and direction [Ryan,285]
of the process variables which affect critical specification limits and improve the
Cpk. For these variables with significant impact on product quality, process
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improvements can be made immediately where available and cost effective
solutions exist. The common causes of variation are reduced, resulting in a
process with a higher potential for producing conforming product. Control
charts (SPC charts) may then be put into place at this point to maintain the
process in a state of statistical control. Common causes of variation, the limits
of process Cpk, are maintained under lock and key by appropriate reaction to
control chart trends.
Design ot Experiments may also identify those variables with little or no
effect on the process output. For these variables, specifications can be
loosened or controls removed, frequently reducing the overall cost of the
product.
Continuous improvement in variation reduction is an overall process which
uses measurements like Cpk and statistical tools like DOE to develop
permanent solutions for process problems. We will discuss the roles of these
and other measurements and tools in succeeding chapters.
2.1.2 Throughput Improvement
Where delivering a conforming, quality product the first time without costly
rework and inspection is the fruit of one form of variation reduction, eliminating
the uncertainty in Manufacturing Cycle Time (MCT) is the second challenge.
The Manufacturing Cycle Time measures how long, on average, raw
materials started into the process will emerge as finished goods, ready for
16
shipment to the customer. A shorter MGT means reduced work in process
inventory investment, less expediting, and improved responsiveness to changes
in customer demand. For improved MGT performance, variation reduction is
required in two areas: quality and throughput.
When a process runs in statistical control with a high Cpk, it will run for a
long period of time without producing rejects. Scheduling the process is
simplified because the yield will be close to 100%. Non-value added steps like
inspection, trouble identification and repair may be eliminated, and the MCT is
reduced. In less capable processes, quality issues which are not detected and
corrected immediately at their source result in product which must be re-
worked, re-inspected or re-tested. This product will remain in the system longer
than good product and divert resources from the production of good product,
resulting in a higher MGT. To adjust for this lIexpected yield lossll, more
product is started into the process than is required, compounding the problem.
Variation in raw materia!, sUbassembly or component part quality will also
affect the throughput of a process step. For example, assembly equipment may
be designed to detect errors during the assembly process and either
automatically compensate for the differences or retry the operation with another
part. In other cases, part non-conformity will shut equipment down until a fault
condition is cleared and production restarted. In both cases, machine cycle
time variation is increased, and the output of the system becomes less
predictable.
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Equipment faults or cycle time variation due to machine design, wear or
degradation, machine downtime, or set-up time also contribute to variation in
throughput. Tools such as preventive maintenance and SPC can be used on
existing equipment to prevent disturbances, and to reduce the repair time when
equipment does fail.
Comprehensive measurements, such as Overall Equipment Effectiveness,
which will be discussed in later chapters, can be used to drive variation
reduction efforts and improve the MCT.
2.2 Competitive Advantage
Today, when industrial customers look at the quality level of their
suppliers, they are looking beyond the product they are purchasing to other
factors in the competitive environment like delivery time, reaction time for
engineering changes, turn-around on new product development, and ongoing
cost reduction. Those suppliers who provide these advantages will find the
opportunity to form long term partnerships with a customer as a single source
supplier. These suppliers will be included early in the customer's product
development cycle to assure that the sub-components they design and
manufacture will meet the goals and restraints the two parties have mutually
agreed upon. The marriage provide benefits to both supplier and customer.
Many competing processes may have the potential to provide the output
sought by customer, but between the potential capability and the current output
18
lies the challenge of reducing variation [Juran,178] in both the product quality
,
and throughput. By establishing a disciplined process to seek, find, and
eliminate sources of variation an organization will find itself one step further
along a certain path toward customer satisfaction.
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3 People SoMng Problems
A manufacturing process is composed of people, equipment, raw
materials or other inputs, and an environment which organizes these resources
towards the goal of producing a product.
It is how the people are utilized in the organization that distinguishes a the
exceptional company from the rest, and the key to making the most use of the
talents and knowledge of people begins with proven disciplines for problem
solving, driven and supported by a system for connecting the people with the
right information. While the disciplines and tools may vary depending on the
problem being solved, the need for accurate and timely information is always
present. "Information is the catalyst for effecting change at every leveP' in the
organization [Patterson,44], and one group of people who need the most
focused, relevant and timely information are those who 'touch" the product.
3.1 The Need for a Structured Approach to Problem SoMng
The complexity of the manufacturing system often finds the operating
forces wondering why certain problems come and go, or what they can change
to improve quality or throughput. To further complicate matters, as processes
become more capable through ongoing improvement efforts, the range of
variation becomes smaller and it may be more difficult to locate the sources of
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variation. Where the root cause of a major problem may be obvious, the root
cause of a low level chronic problem resulting from the interaction of several
sources of variation may frustrate attempts to identify and correct it. Without
the tools to convert process data into understanding of the root cause, the
people managing the system may abdicate their power to control and improve
the system.
In order to empower the operating forces in the problem solving process,
a disciplined approach to problem solving is required. The disciplines must
move the team from measuring current performance, to containing the affects
of the problem on system performance, to identifying and correcting the root
cause. Throughout the stages of problem identification, containment and
correction the effectiveness of actions taken must be measurable to both
motivate the team and assure the "customer' that progress is forthcoming.
Applying the appropriate data analysis and information creation to support the
problem solving process' is a very important step because it frees the operating
forces to focus on the solution rather than mundane data collection, and just as
important, it leaves them with an complete and certain set of measurements.
3.2 Which Problems to Solve?
The first step in a process of continuous improvement, and an essential
step in all problem solving disciplines, is definition of the measurements which
will be used to drive the performance of the manufacturing system. Since this
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paper focuses on the needs of the operating forces - the operators, skill trades
and engineers who manage operations on the shop floor - the two
measurements we choose as examples will focus on their primary business
objectives: building a defect free product in a predictable and ever diminishing
period of time.
3.3 Quality Concerns
The first measurement is for quality - quality in the eyes of the customer.
In the electronics assembly business there are two ways of looking at quality
ratings: conformance to specification for significant characteristics or capability
of the process to successfully perform the necessary assembly operations.
Although the process capability to specification, or Cpk, is the ultimate
measurement for the customer, the feedback may be slow and indirect. For
process improvement, a better measurement, called PPM, can be part of an
immediate feedback loop where the equipment or an immediate inspection can
detect a reject, translate it into a percentage and raise a flag to trigger a
correction on the spot.
3.3.1 Quality Measurements - Parts-per-Million
Parts-per-Million is a measurement of the percentage rejects produced by
a process. In the case of an automated line used to insert electronic
components into a PC board, PPM is a measure of how many parts went into
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the board the right way. Components may be miss-inserted, missing,
unseated, damaged or reversed - but each of these failures modes can be
detected, recorded and reacted to by either the automation itself or an in-line
inspection or test station. This feedback loop can be used to maintain the
process in control.
For the operating forces, knowing the number of failures induced during
the insertion operation in PPM provides a normalized measure of their process,
a measurement over which they have more direct control than the customer
level Cpk measurement introduced earlier. PPM is calculated as:
PPM = Number of Failures * 1e6
(Number of Units)*(Number per Unit)
As an example for an automated insertion operation, if 500 ':Jnits where
produced, each containing 20 components, and the miss-insertions detected by
the robot for this period equaled 5, then the PPM would be:
PPM = (5)*(1 e6) = 500 ppm for missing components
(500)*(20)
Typical values for PPM for custom or semi-custom automatic electronic insertion
equipment are in the range of 200 to 2000 PPM. With targets lower than
63ppm, these current values indicate a significant opportunity for improvement.
In summary, the measurement of process related failures in PPM creates
a common language for discussing assembly problems and provides a starting
point for identifying the areas of the process which require the attention of the
operating forces.
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3.3.2 The TOP-5 Quality
Quality PPM, measured in terms of the process' design intent versus
actual performance, is a powerful measurement to direct improvement efforts.
Applying Pareto's law to carefully chosen categories of process failures gives
the operating forces a focus for their efforts. Knowing which problems to tackle
first is a powerful step on the road to improvement.
Taking the analysis one step further, and weighing the source of the PPM
data further clarifies which are the most important concerns. Failures which can
be detected by the automation itself, those detectable by the test equipment,
and those which result in a customer concern all carry different weights which
must be considered as part of the Pareto analysis. For example, a problem
with high PPM at the assembly level which can be 100% detected in-house may
be less important than a lower level problem which could reach the customer.
However, unless the test strategy is poorly designed the root cause of most
customer concerns are normally evident as in-plant fallout, and can be tied
back to specific actions in the process - significant process characteristics
which must be controlled and monitored.
For instance, looking at the TOP-5 quality problems measured at all test
stations shows that the operating forces managing this automated line have
four major problems to focus on: Knocked Off SMD's, Wrong Parts, Unseated
Parts, and Missing Parts. Although it may seem like a small step forward,
having this global information about the "what" "when", and "how many" of a
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group of process problems empowers employees to begin thinking about what
they can work on and fix. The team is still a long way from taking actions to
improve product quality, but they now know what to work on.
3.4 Throughput Improvement
Throughput, as proposed by Goldratt, is one of the three basic
measurements which must be used to drive the performance of a
manufacturing organization towards achieving the goal of generating money
"now and in the future" (Goldratt,14]. Throughput is defined as l'the rate at
which the system generates money through salesll (Goldratt,19]. The means by
which money is generated is through the production of the correct product and
the apprppriate time to meet a firm customer requirement. In this light,
throughput is only complete when raw materials have been converted into the
product and sold to the customer. In addition, throughput does not stand on
its own, it must be balanced against inventory and operating expense to assure
that the organization's global optimum is reached.
The measure of throughput for the operating forces is less global in
nature, it is their performance to the production schedule - the rate at which
their operation generates quality product as a part of the complete assembly
system. Although this measurement of throughput is more local in nature, one
area meeting their schedule, it must be tied into the effectiveness of the system
through an accurate production schedule and low manufacturing cycle time.
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Throughput provides an overall measurement for an area, but when it comes to
measuring the daily operations on the production floor with an eye on the
improvement process, other versions of the measurement may be even more
appropriate.
In an automated assembly system the throughput is dependent on the
effectiveness of equipment to produce a quality product at the appropriate rate
with a zero downtime. Electronics Inc.W uses a measurement called Overall
Equipment Effectiveness (DEE) [Nakajima,21-29] as part of a Total Productive
Maintenance (TPM) program to categorize the different equipment failures types
and drive the improvement process.
3.4.1 Overall Equipment Effectiveness (OEE)
, The OEE calculation begins with the premise that there are six categories
of losses which the operating forces must monitor and improve as part of a
TPM program. These losses fall into three categories including downtime,
speed, and defect losses which are combined to derive the DEE. The DEE,
coupled with an understanding of the system in terms of constraints, show the
operating forces where they must concentrate their efforts. The data which
goes into calculating the OEE provides the measurements of where their efforts
can provide the most benefit for the effort exerted [Nakajima,28].
W Electronics Inc. is an alias for a .high volume producer of electronics products
intended primarily for the automotive industry. The case study in this paper is based
on the experiences of two new manufacturing plants in a division of Electronics Inc.
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3.4.1.1 Availability The OEE calculation begins with the measurement of
equipment Availability using the following formula:
Availability = operation time = loading time - downtime
loading time " loading time
The loading time is the amount of time available each day after planned
downtime for regular maintenance, breaks or meetings are subtracted out.
Downtime is the unscheduled stoppages resulting from equipment failures,
setups, or adjustments which are part of the equipments' normal operation.
The resulting measurement for Availability defines the percentage of time the
equipment was available to produce product after both planned and unplanned
downtime.
3.4.1.2 Performance Efficiency The next component of the OEE is called the
Performance Efficiency which is a measures how well the equipment performs
in relationship to its ideal rate over a period of time. It is divided into two
measurements:
Performance Efficiency = (Operating Speed Rate)(Net Operating Rate)
The Operating Speed Rate is a measure of the discrepancy between the
equipments ideal cycle time and actual cycle time. It identifies opportunities for
improvement in areas of PM and tuning to increase the speed of producing
product:
Operating Speed Rate = theoretical cycle time
actual cycle time
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The Net Operating Rate measures the maintenance of the actual cycle time of
the equipment over a period of time. It makes adjustments for periods when
,
the equipment is running at less than the actual cycle time due to minor,
unrecorded stoppages and other causes of reduced cycle time:
Net Operating rate = (processed amount)(actual cycle time)
operation time
The performance efficiency provides a safety net to capture minor stoppages
and rate losses which frequently go unrecorded, even when the data collection
is performed automatically.
3.4.1.3 Rate of Quality The final component of DEE is the Rate of Quality
products generated by the equipment.
Rate of Quality = total produced - total with defects
total produced
In some cases this will be measured by the equipment itself; for example,
where a robot knows that it has miss-inserted a component based on a
compliance sensor, drops the bad component in a reject bin, and picks up
another to insert its rate of quality products has been reduced (the robot has
generated scrap and has taken time to do so). In other cases the rate of
quality products will be measured downstream of the equipment in an
inspection or test function. In both cases, the final component of DEE overlaps
the quality measurements we discussed earlier, but with a concentration on the
effect of poor quality on throughput.
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3.4.1.4 OEE Once the effects of the three categories of machine losses are I
calculated individually, they can be combined to calculate the OEE with the
following formula:
OEE = (Availability) (Performance Efficiency) (Rate of Quality)
This measurement provides the operating forces with a measure of where their
equipment stands in terms of throughput, and where they should concentrate
their improvement efforts.
3.4.2 The TOP-5 Throughput
Just as the overall PPM for a process will include the addition of many
different failure modes, so the OEE includes many symptoms whose
interrelationships must be understood in order to direct the improvement
process. With a single OEE number in hand, the components of OEE must be
considered individually to direct improvement. Downtime, minor stoppages,
setup and quality all may contribute to throughput losses. In fact, typical
companies may have an OEE of 43%, while the ideal is greater than 85%
[Nakajima,28] .
Knowing the TOP-5 Throughput inhibitors, like the TOP-5 Quality
problems, will empower the operating forces with data' about what to work on
and feedback on the effectiveness of their actions. Using the Pareto approach
applied to the 6 big losses in OEE will result in focused list of top problems
which must be addressed for improvement.
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3.5 Moving Beyond the Measurements
Quality and throughput improvement call for measurements which define
the sources of variation and drive the operating forces - skill trades, engineers
and operators - to change the system. These measurements of deviation from
the expected outcome should continually refocus the organization on new levels
of achievement as current goals are met.
Measurements like PPM and DEE provide a good starting point for the
person on the production floor to understand where his problems are and what
he needs to work on first, but they are only tools and should be retained only
as long as they drive improvement. Uke all measurements these too should be
established with their transitory nature in mind; with the conscious
understanding that they will need to change or be discarded because progress
is imminent.
Of course the complexity and shear volume of data being collected in an
automated system like the one described in the balance of this case study
requires that most of the data be collected automatically. This data collection
system must also be able to generate the measurements which provide
answers to questions like "what should we work on firse and "how effective
were our actions", raising the possibility of its transformation into an information
system. If it is to support improvement efforts then the information system itself
must go beyond the measurements to providing the solutions. its support must
evolve from identifying sources of process variation leading to degradations, to
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proving the root cause, to providing containment, and finally to verifying
permanent corrective actions.
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4 SoMng Production Problems
The measurements to guide improvement, PPM for quality and DEE for
throughput have been defined, but before the operating forces begin solving
problems effectively there is one more step which must be taken. If the
multitude of challenges facing the operating forces are approached
haphazardly then the effectiveness of the solutions will vary widely from one
problem to the next, and few will ever reach final resolution. In addition, since
all the problems will be solved with different approaches, the information system
to support the process of problem solving will be difficult to develop. For
I
effective problem solving in the long run, a structured approach is required.
4.1 Rnding the Root Cause
The problem solving process can conjure up a variety of images
depending on who is considering the process and their perspective on the
problem at hand.
For the scientist, problem solving should be a methodical, calculating
approach to proving cause and effect through the application of carefully
designed experiments based on the existing knowledge base and a hypothesis
about the cause of a phenomena. Building on the works of classification,
correlation and cause-effect-cause [Goldratt,22-35] completed by peers and
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predecessors, the scientist starts with a hypothesis about WHY a phenomena
exists and searches for valid alternatives which will explain and allow for the
prediction of seemingly unrelated phenomena. The scientist is always in search
of the root cause, the least common denominator which explains the widest
range of phenomena with the fewest assumptions. The goal is to develop valid
and practical explanations which can be applied to predict the outcomes in new
circumstances to create things in nature.
For the operating forces, including the process engineer, 'problem solving
may share some of the characteristics of scientific inquiry - identifying the root
cause to eliminate the most symptoms with the least effort. Production
problems are classified to simplify communication and the data which describes
their characteristics may show correlations which explain HOW a certain set of
circumstances may lead to a specific, undesirable outcome, but it is not until
the WHY is explored that lasting solutions become possible.
The challenge for the operating forces is that the lack of available
information about the process' actual performance, coupled with the pressure
to IIjust keep things runningll often results in incomplete solutions which fall
short of correcting the root cause. Time is not on the side of these problem
solvers. Each minute the process runs out of control results in lost production
or inferior products, but time is often required to consider possible causes,
identify the root cause(s) and develop a solution..Only when the root cause is
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hypothesized and proven, and actions to correct the problem are taken and
verified is the process of continuous improvement served.
This process of continuous improvement is not automatic - doing
something is not necessarily doing the right something. Frequently problem
solving is taken only far enough to satisfy apparent correlations. In these
cases, the fix which is implemented may patch the problem, but it will return in
another form. The result, found on the shop floor, is equipment operators or
.
technicians who may view problem solving as the daily drudgery; chronic
problems are continually patched to relieve the immediate cause because of the
absence of information and resources to correct, or at least control, the root
cause. A disciplined approach to problem solving is required to assure that the
root cause is found and corrected.
4.2 Team Problem SoMng
Electronics Inc. uses a approach to problem solving called Team Problem
Solving (TPS) to provide formal discipline and documentation for the solution of
non-trivial concerns. In the TPS approach there are 7 disciplines which drive
the team towards correcting the root cause. In order to be successful the TPS
approach, like any other problem solving method, must bring the right people
together with the right information to contain and then eliminate problems.
The structure or discipline of TPS forces the team to evaluate the data
about a problem periodically to verify that the actions they are taking are
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effective in controlling the problem. Data must be the driving force for the
actions the team takes and their rating of success. With this in mind, we will
review the TPS methodology with a focus on the types of data required at
different steps throughout the problem solving process.
4.2.1 A Problem Surfaces
Problems surface all the time on the shop floor, and they effect the quality
of"the product and the throughput of the production system. Knowing which
problems are the "big ones", the significant 20% which contribute to 80% of the
losses, requires a measurement system which can weigh both the magnitude
and the source of information. Knowing which problems are chronic and which
are special causes will accelerate the overall rate of improvement.
The sources of information about these production problems are many -
but usually these different sources are merely different manifestations of the
same root cause. For instance, quality problems for an Automotive Electronics
Module (AEM)W may show up as Warranty claims, Body & Assembly plant
returns, test or inspection failures, or machine faults, but they all may be merely
different ways of measuring the same problem. In the same way, an equipment
down condition may reduce system throughput, increase WIP inventory, delay
shipments to the customer and ultimately affect the bottom line - again different
W Electronics Inc. produces the AEM in the manufacturing process examined in this
case study.
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measurements pointing to the same symptom. Measurements should direct
resources towards solving those problems which ultimately affect the customer
while utilizing measurement points as close to the source of the problem as
possible in a move towards prevention over detection.
In addition to showing which problems to work on first, the IImanagersll of
the business, the operating forces, must know whether the problem is trivial or
chronic. Was the clogged air-line which degraded the machines performance a
fluke which has been fixed once and for all, or is it merely the symptom of a
larger problem which will strike again? Answering IImaybe" means that effort
should be placed into further investigation utilizing a disciplined approach like
TPS to drive a team towards finding and eliminating the root cause.
4.2.2 Step 1, Use the Team Approach
The first step in the TPS process is to lIestablish a small group of people
with the process/product knowledge, allocated time, authority, and skill in the
required technical disciplines" to solve the problem which has arisen and carry
,
through with containment and corrective actions.
Of course this first step can't begin without a problem, and the problem
may not be clearly defined until the team begins to establish itself and take
form. On the outset the symptom, not the problem, is clear: a car would not
start because the AEM did not function properly. Analysis by a technician may
show that the failure was caused by an unseated component lead which was
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not completely soldered and broke free after several thermal or vibrational
cycles in the vehicle. This is sufficient information to start the problem solving
process: a component type and its associated process step has been
identified, and the responsible process engineer will need to assemble a team.
The root problem is the insertion of this component, so the first team
members must include representatives of the process step in question,
including technicians and operators familiar with the potential failure modes. In
addition, product engineers representing the customer, the component
suppliers or the equipment suppliers may be included in the team for their
expertise. A review of in-process inspection and test results may show that
similar problems have been detected, categorized and measured as part of
current process fallout. Further analysis may show that this symptom is not
specific to a component vendor, single piece of equipment or specific time
period. The membership of the team and the measurements they will use are
defined along with the definition and scope of the problem.
The team is ready to begin solving the problem when they have
concurred on the symptoms of the problem, the initial team membership, and
general measurements for the problem's magnitude.
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4.2.3 Step 2 - Describe the Problem
With an initial team assembled, the problem definition must continue with
more detailed information. In TPS terminology, the team should identify the
15W2H" for the problem, which include:
- who, what, when, where and why?
- how and how many?
It is important to quantify the problem in terms of statistics which
unambiguously measure the current state of the problem so that progress can
be measured as actions for containment and correction are made in
subsequent steps.
It is likely that many sources of data will be accessed to completely define
the problem at hand. At this stage, it is necessary to define available data
sources and data deficiencies, and develop plans to fill in the gaps.
In our example, the Data Collection System (DCS), the repository for all
quality concerns, contains some of the detail required to show the trend for an
unseated component and the current magnitude of the problem. Since the
team is focusing on this particular problem, they may wish to define further
qualifiers for the existing error codes to improve the characterization of future
failures. In addition, data about how the robotic insertion equipment functions,
how miss-insertions are detected, how maintenance and production use the
equipment, and design assumptions should be collected to iden~ify possible
correlations which will lead to a hypothesis about cause and effect.
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With a measurement of current performance the team should be ready to
take the next step into the implementation of a containment action with the
confidence that any progress they make can be measured and reported to the
customer.
4.2.4 Step 3 - Implement Interim (Containment) Actions
The purpose of this step in the TPS process is to isolate the customer
from the:' effects' of the problem'untft it can be solved'permanently: Containment
should be implemented as soon after the problem has been identified as
possible, and concurrently with steps 1, 2 and 4.
Essential during the containment step is sufficient data to identify the
symptoms of the problem and to verify that actions taken effectively reduce the
exposure to the customer. In the case of the un-seated component,
containment may include additional inspection, changes to test procedures, and
increased monitoring of suspect equipment parameters. Data collection should
be established along with the containment actions to further define the
characteristics of the problem and to monitor the effectiveness of the actions.
Data which appears to have long term value should be entered directly into a
DeS to facilitate ongoing verification that the problem has been contained and
the highlight strengths of potential causes.
The data and measurements established during the containment step will
be used during the search for the root cause and implementation of the
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permanent corrective actions. Applying the appropriate data analysis and
information creation to support the problem solving process is very important
because it frees the operating forces to focus on the solution rather than
\
mundane data collection, and just as impd,rtant, it leaves them with an complete
i
I
and certain measuring system.
4.2.5 Step 4 - Define and Verify Root Causes
The objective of this discipline is to lIidentify all potential causes which
could explain why this problem occurred ... isolate and verify the root cause by
testing each potential causell • By using the data already amassed, the team
must develop hypotheses for potential causes and use test data from designed
experiments to verify that the problem can be independently re-created. The
team must also identify and evaluate alternative corrective actions for their
effectiveness in eliminating the root cause(s).
Step 4 begins with the identification of all potential causes. A Cause-and-
Effect diagram may be used to identify potential causes. Sources of data may
included analysis of the test and troubleshooter data from the quality DCS,
maintenance logs, trend analysis, or comparative analysis with a similar process
or problem. The goal is to develop a list of possible causes which consider
influences from all discipline involved in the team. For the miss-insertion
example, possible causes may include the component quality, the maintenance
or set-up for the robot hardware, or even incorrect or unclear algorithms in the
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software which converts CAD files to insertion programs. All possible causes
should be identified, and actions plans must be used to identify who will verify
each possible cause and by when.
Verifying the potential causes begins with the generation of a hypothesis
about how that cause can result in the existing symptoms. In order to prove or
disprove the hypothesis the engineer (as scientist) should develop an
experiment which is capable of proving the hypothesis and providing a
measurement of its contribution to the problem. In many cases in
manufacturing, the experiment may be as simple as determining if the machine
is set up properly and validating this with pareto and trend information for the
symptom. In other cases, for examples the inter-relationship between part
variability and machine setup, a full DOE may be required. In both cases, the
data collected to actually prove or disprove the DOE is usually not part of an
ongoing data collection scheme, but is limited to this particular experiment.
In this step the problem solving process is frequently the most data
intensive. When access to the appropriate data through the data collection
system, additional sensors, or measuring systems is possible then a few well
designed experiments can usually determine what needs to change to reduce
variation through determination of the root cause for a problem [Bhote,53].
Knowing what to change leads to the next step, determining what to change to.
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4.2.6 Step 5 - Choose and Verify Corrective Actions
The purpose of this step is to verify that corrective actions for the root
cause(s) resolve the problem for the customer or eliminate the problem from
the process. Pre-production tests are performed to quantitatively confirm the
effectiveness of these corrective actions and verify that no undesirable side
effects of the solution exist.
From a data perspective, step 5 uses much of the DOE type data used in
step 4 to verify the effectiveness of actions taken. In addition, characteristics
which might be affected by the process change should be monitored to verify -
that now adverse affects are created by the corrective action. Step 5 is a first
step, low volume verification which will set the stage for ongoing monitoring of
the solution.
4.2.7 Step 6 - Implement Permanent Corrective Actions
This is the action phase. The proposed solution to the problem is being
implemented to ensure that the root cause is eliminated. The solution's
effectiveness must be monitored in the long term to be certain that no further
actions are required. Two types of data may be required for this ongoing
verification.
The first type of data stems directly from previous problem solving steps -
validation that the magnitude of the problem is maintained within the limits
defined by the solution which has been implemented. When possible, this
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verification data process should be automated within the information system
itself to provide an ongoing answer to the question, lIis this root cause still
eliminated?" Automated verification frees the operating forces to move on to
other problems as they arise.
The second type of data is part of the solution itself. Chronic problems,
problems which are inherent the process itself and are too expensive or time
consuming to correct, may be contained in part by the information system. In
some cases, parts of experiments developed to determine the root cause may
be partially or fully automated to provide a process monitoring feedback loop
for the process. This feedback loop might be open, merely providing the
information to the operating forces about the problems potential re-occurrence
based on indicators and the actions required to contain or correct it. The
feedback loop might alternatively be closed, using indicators to trigger
automatic corrections to the process as parameters change. In either case, the
information system itself may actually become a part of the process solution.
4.2.8 Step 7 - Prevent Recurrence
This final step in the problem solving process provides the opportunity to
turn the correction of one problem in quality or throughput into the avoidance
of whole classes of problems. This step also allows for the evaluation of things-
gone-wrong to avoid carry-over failures in the development of the next process,
a common and widespread phenomena [Juran,129]. Here the management
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practices, procedures and controls are evaluated for areas of weakness which
allowed the problem to develop. This step is the real essence of continuous
improvement - the step where the way the business is run is changes for the
better.
4.3 Data to Manage the Problem SoMng Process
The chart below summarizes the types of data required during the TPS
process; there should be few surprises in this list The operating forces need·
basic measurements to understand where the problems and how these
measurements have changed over time. They need to collect very specific data
, during when evaluating and proving the root cause. They also need ongoing
measurements which will verify that the problem has been solved and a
warning system if the problem should surface again. The list of needs is basic,
but it is also long and diverse, and almost always beyond the current state of
any manufacturing information system.
Step Data Requirements
Problem Identification:
Step 0 - Overall measurements of the process as close to their source as
possible 0
- Normalized units of measure which give weight to the source (e.g.
customer most important)
Team:
Step 1 - Problem symptoms
- Data elements available from the information system
- Historical trends
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Step Data Requirements
Problem Description:
Step 2 - Specific measurements for potential causes
- Appropriate failure and fault codes
- A baseline for measuring progress
Containment Actions:
Step 3 - Verification that the customer is isolated
- New data elements should be added to the information system as
required
Define Root Cause:
Step 4 - Statistical analysis of trends, correlations, etc.
- New data elements for DOE should be added to the information
system as required
Choose Corrective Actions:
Step 5 - Pre-production tests to verify changes
- Consider implementing long term monitoring
Implement Corrective Actions:
Step 6 .- New data elements for ongoing monitoring should be added to the
information system as required
- Chronic problems may require a feedback loop automated in the
information system
Prevent Reoccurrence:
Step 7 - Documentation of the root cause will provide a history for Mure
problems
When you consider these and other pieces of data required, and consider
them in the context of the rate of improvement required to keep ahead of the
competition, two things become evident. First, the information system must be
in a constant state of flux as it continually refocuses on the TOP-S problems as
a tool of the problem solving process. Second, if the information system is
grown specifically to solve a given problem, and that problem turns out to be
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chronic, the groundwork has been laid to make the information system a critical
part of the solution.
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5 The Challenge & Potential of Automation
With each passing year, the rate of change in manufacturing processes
quickens - providing great opportunities for producing new and varied products
more effectively, while challenging the people who manage these processes
with increased complexity within the system, and mountains of data about the
system.
5.1 New Technology
The blessing of the expanding role of automation in the factory lies in the
new technologies' improved capability to satisfy customer requirements for
smaller, faster, less expensive, and more diverse products with tighter
tolerances.
In some cases, advanced technology is chosen because the required
performance or productivity requirements are beyond the capability of existing
processes [Rouse,148] - in other cases the product itself may dictate the new
process. In addition to technological changes - the things equipment can do -
new equipment often contains the benefits brought on by innovations in sensor,
computer and software technology. This equipment can measure it own
performance for a predetermined set of potential failure modes, report
performance to higher level systems, and in some cases use sensor data to
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reduce variation in output. The performance of new equipment can be more
repeatable, predictable, and better understood because of the data it is able to
collect. Such equipment has the potential to be understand and improved.
5.2 The Evolution Towards Automation
In the manual or semi-automatic manufacturing and assembly operations
which preceded some of today's highly automated production processes,
system failures and quality defects were of a more random nature. The
operator was in control of the process and its output. Today, highly automated
production processes have reduced the operator's direct connection with the
product. This equipment has some means of monitoring its performance for
common failures - the operator must interpret and take action on causes for
variation outside the equipment's control.
5.2.1 Variation in Manual Processes
Process control in older systems depended on people's discipline and
ability more than the capability of the equipment because people played such
an integral role in actually producing the product. Improvement efforts in such
a systef1! could only be accomplished through reducing the influence of
people's actions - increasing automation - to reduce the randomness in the
system. Let's consider two examples.
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In a machining operation using manually operated drill press there may
be a wide variation in the depth of one particular hole. The r11achinist sets up
the machine with a fixed stop to mark the depth, but during the course of a .
shift's operations the operator might not extend the drill fUlly for some strokes.
The result would be two types of depth variation for the holes. The first,
representing the majority of parts produced, would vary slightly around the
target depth - these are due to the capability of the equipment. The second,
occurring randomly throughout the shift, might vary Widely from the target
depth - these are due to the non-predictive nature of the operation.
In a second example, an operator must choose from several coded parts
for insertion into a printed circuit board. Visual aids and training are provided
for selecting the correct part, but on some occasions the operator may choose
the wrong part for the location being filled - the result will be a-random reject.
The operator may work for hours without a reject, then suddenly they will miss
one. This reject would be difficult to predict.
To ensure 100% conforming product irf both of these examples would
require 100% effec!iye inspection of all product produced. The special causes
of variation due to the manual nature of the operation prevent the output from
being predictable. Further automation could provide solutions for this type of
variation.
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5.2.2 Variation in Automated Processes
The blessing of industry's migration towards more automation is that most
faults or degradations in system output are due to causes which can be
identified, verified, and ultimately predicted based on a set of significant
characteristics. While errors introduced by people interfacing with the
equipment are still possible, most of variation in system performance can be
traced back to a specific set of circumstances, and ultimately root cause, if
sufficient data about the state of the system is available. It is no longer the
operator's task to perform with machine like efficiency; rather they should be
freed and empowered to solve problems using creativity and understanding
[Savage,62] beyond the equipment's self-monitoring capability.
As an example, if the assembly process in the previous section was
converted to automation, the operator's role in controlling and improving the
product quality would be very different. In a robotic workcell, with the product
and coded parts distinguishable to the machine, the likelihood of the robot
choosing the wrong part is virtually eliminated. However, the robot might have
difficulty in assembling some parts while all others would fit without issue. The
machine may have been designed to treat all parts the same, independent of
vendor, but the obserVant operator will note that one vendor has a different
surface finish than another, which results in faulty assembly. This type of
variation, although seemingly random at the outset, is actually predictable and
repeatable once cause and effect have been verified. Knowing which type of
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vendor is being used allows the operator to decide how to set up the machine -
system output is predictable and understood.
There are many examples of this type of system performance, where
operators know how certain characteristics affect machine performance and
make adjustments to maintain that performance. Simple SPC techniques such
as the control chart can formalize this type of system monitoring, maintaining
system performance within predictable limits These simple techniques,
however, are not always effective as systems get more:complex...
5.3 System Complexity
Modern manufacturing systems are highly complex. The interactions of
people, equipment, product, control information, and external influences may
result in interactions whose complexity share some characteristics of biological
or economic systems. The interactions of countless variables whose influence
on one another, and ultimately system performance, is often unknown
[Solberg,3]. The result is wide variations in system output. Different time
scales, "worst-case variables stack-up'" coincidence, and deliberate alterations
to sub-systems may result in conditions which confound the operating forces
attempts to understand and control the system.
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5.3.1 Quality
Efforts for quality control and improvement can be confounded by minor
variations in equipment and parts which interact to cause unacceptable
variation in the final product. In machining operations involving hundreds of
characteristics, manual SPC efforts often will not suffice as a real-time process
control because they consume more time than the operation itself [Kyde,64].
For high volume assembly operations, such as consumer or automotive
electronics,-Iot-to.;/ot.and vendor.,.to-vendor..variation:in raw material coupled with
multiple machines performing the same function leads to cycles of failures
which often vanish just as quickly as they appeared, only to surface later
somewhere else.
It is the IIprocess complexity and the extremely large number of variables
(which) prevent ... simple process control methods from revealing the more
subtle situationsll [Lu,1 07]. Expertise and knowledge beyond the production
floor may be required to solve these problems the' ,first time, but tools are
required so that the problems may be solved over-and-over again in real time
until the system is redesigned.
5.3.2 Throughput
Longer manufacturing lines, with many serial operations performed by
single or parallel cells present another side of the complexity challenge.
Variation in equipment cycle times due to the mix of product being run, normal
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variation due to part differences and machine degradation, or equipment faults
make it very difficult to diagnose a change in production rate for the system
[Pau,239]. The operating forces need tools to head off fluctuations in output
before they affect surrounding operations and ultimately system performance.
5.4 Utilizing the Measures of Automation
The challenge of integrating advanced technology and automation into
new and existing manufacturing system is that it may overwhelm the operators
and managers who must understand, use, maintain and improve it [Rouse,148].
Previous experience on older technologies or trial-and-error approaches are
almost useless for tuning the performance of manufacturing systems when
changes to different parts of the system occur faster than lessons can be
learned.
Operators and managers must take advantage of the volumes of data
which these new systems are capable of providing, and apply formal predictive
methodology based on the understanding of system models to discover and
prove cause and effect [Solberg,4]. For operators, data from the system
should focus their efforts on quickly responding to the special causes of
variation, improving their efforts to correct problems, and providing valuable
information about chronic problems. Management should use the lessons
learned by converting them into process changes to further improve system
performance, eliminating the common causes of variation. The effective use of
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data and the information it can yield, then, is the key to meeting the challenge
of problems brought on by new manufacturing technologies.
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6 Introduction to the Case Study
In chapters 2, 3 and 4 we developed the concepts of variation,
measurements and problem solving as an integral part of the improvement
process. We began with the basic premise that variation reduction for critical
process parameters, and its associated waste reduction, must be the driving
. -
force for all change in the manufacturing system. The pre-requisite of knowing
which sources of variation to concentrate on requires that we focus on the
goals of the manufacturing organization for the key measurements to drive the
improvement process. Beginning with the operating forces, the operators, skill
trades and engineers who actually solve problems, we suggested that DEE and
PPM are appropriate basic measurements for an automated process. Finally,
we examined one disciplined approach to problem solving, TPS, and identified
general categories of information required for the improvement process.
In chapter 5 we suggested that the evolution to more highly automated
processes provides certain opportunities, but presents serious challenges as
well. Where automation may remove many of the random errors experienced in
manual operations, the higher standards expected and increased complexity of
the system require much more functionality from the information system to help
identify and eliminate problems.
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6.1 The Case Study - Comparison of Two Plants
In the next four chapters we will look at the how automation affects the
type of process problems which must be solved and the information required to
run and improve the assembly process. Specifically, we will us~-a case study
of the new process and information system which were developed in parallel for
Plant-A and Plant-Z, two new manufacturing facilities in a division of Electronics
Inc.
The first new facility was an effort to upgrade and expand an existing
manufacturing plant, one of the only Electronics Inc. plants in the United States,
and the traditional lead facility for new products in the expanding market of
automotive electronics. The existing plant, more than 50 years old, lacked the
space and facilities to launch the new processes and product lines the
company was developing to meet global competition. Electronics Inc. decided
to build a new, larger, state-of-the-art facility just a few miles from the existing
location to retain the work force and support a rolling move of process
equipment. Over the course of two years, people and equipment moved from
the existing plant to Plant-A without disruption in customer delivery. The
process for the Automotive Electronics Module (AEM), a combination of existing
and new equipment and technologies has only recently completed the full
transition to the new process, more than 1-1/2 years after the move began.
The second new facility, called Plant-Z, is a green field site located in
Europe, designed to position Electronics Inc. with a plant capable of supplying
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a rapidly expanding market for AEMs in light of the changes being brought on
by EC'~2. This facility produces a single product line, the AEM, using a
process identical to the that developed for Plant-A. Unlike Plant-A, which
supported customers of both Plant-A and Plant-Z using parts of its existing
process for the duration of its launch, Plant-Z had to make the new automation
work during the gradual launch curve. Where Plant-A had alternatives in both
processes and information systems, Plant-Z had only the new process to work
with. While the basic process equipment has remained very similar, the
contrast in environment surrounding the launch of the two plants has resulted in
drastic differences in how the information system has been integrated into the
problem solving process.
In the case study, the discussion about shortfalls in both the automation
and information system will focus on the Plant-A case because these generic
problems apply equally to both facilities. Then the study will show how Plant-A
failed to implement the new information system because the system did not
meet the problem solving needs of the operating forces. This failure will be
contrasted with the Plant-Z case where the lack of alternatives and a strong
problem solving discipline forced the team to focus on a single system and
make it function.
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6.2 The Process
The product is the AEM, a PC board based automotive control module
used in car and truck applications world-wide. The process is an evolutionary
mix of existing and custom insertion, assembly and test technology designed
and integrated by several different equipment vendors. The objectives of the
redesigned process included the reduction of MCT from 7 to 1 days, smaller
batches for the hundreds of different end items, and the elimination of all
manual operations with the goal of improving product quality.
Today, more than a year after the completion of installations at both
plants, only a subset of the process functions to its original design intent; the
balance creates quality, throughput and scheduling problems which must be
managed on a daily basis. On the one hand there are ongoing efforts to
i
incrementally improve the hardware and controls - incremental changes to
address errors in process design. On the other hand there are a small number
of chronic problems which, due to their nature or the cost of a permanent fix,
may require more of an information driven approach towards containment. In
both cases, there is need for an information system to aid in the problem·
solving process.
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6.3- The Data System
The data system developed for this process, called the CIM system, was
a joint effort between the Electronics Inc. and CIMsolutionsWto design a
custom manufacturing information system which could be adapted to any
process in the division. This CIM system was to provide a common,
expandable set of applications and tools which would span from shop floor
data collection to division wide reporting. The CIM systems was to provide a
common language for describing and reporting production measurements both
for the operating forces and management. In the words of one guiding
document, '1he thrust of this program is to provide production and engineering
personnel with tools for monitoring, controlling and analyzing the manufacturing
process. Integration ... will provide Electronics Inc. with an economical and
technical advantage in supplying 'Best in Class' electronic productsll.Q/
The elM system at Plant-A, after five years of development, installation
and debug, is only a shell of the original concept. The system has been all but
abandoned in its delivered form and is only beginning to show some limited
success as it is reworked to accommodate the very specific needs of the
operating forces in the area of measurements and support for problem solving
in the area of throughput improvement. On the quality side, CIM yields to the
§/ CIMsolutions is an alias for a hardware and software integrator.
'Q./ Documentation supporting the case study are proprietary to Electronics Inc. and
CIMsolutions. This documentation includes specifications, correspondence, meeting
summaries, interviews, etc. No references are provided.
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realm of the 10 year old quality Data Collection System/ (DCS) which remains
the primary recording and reporting tool for quality data.
CIM at Plant-Z, in contrast, supports the measurables, TOP-5, and the
TPS processes for both quality and throughput improvement, although it does
this with little of the original CIM system intact. The backbone of the system
has been retained, but most of the applications have been either discarded or
recorded to support the problem solving process.
The shortfalls and failures of the original CIM system in Plant-A and its
success at Plant-Z suggest that there is more to installing and information
system than good hardware and software. Critical to any systems success is
how it supports or is driven to support the disciplines which are used to run the
business.
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7 The Old Process and Information System
The manufacturing system producing AEMs prior to the move from the
old facility to the Plant-A was ripe for revolutionary change. The existing
equipment and manual operations were approaching their limits in terms of
technology and capability. The data systems would not be able to support the
revolution in automation that was quickly approaching. Change was required
on all process fronts.
7.1 Characteristics of the Old Process
The AEM process that existed in 1989, just prior to the move to the new
facility, was the process of eight years of evolution. In the early 80's, the AEM
process began as subassemblies of single layer PC boards using off-the-shelf
leaded DIP and lay-down components assembled into a final sheet metal
housing. The original product was not designed for automation, so while some
of the component insertion was accomplished with automatic equipment, much
of the final assembly and testing were performed by hand or semi-
automatically. Over the years, the migration from through hole components to
SMD's, single layer boards to multi-layer, and finally the transition to a single
housing design resulted in a product which was ready for full automation. The
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process, now producing more that 3 million modules per year, was ready to
I
make the leap as well.
7.1.1 PC Board Subassembly
The AEM process began as a subassembly batch system using board
magazines to transfer 20 PC boards at a time from one operation to the next.
Each operation, DIP or VIM for example, included several pieces of equipment
which were theoretically capable of running all product but practica:ly dedicated
to a few similar product types to reduce setup losses. The model mix in the
subassembly process (CPU insertion - Bottomside SMD) was on the order of
20 different products, all running one or more times each week down the final
assembly lines. Scheduling started the boards approximately 7 days prior to
their required ship date and they were manually moved from one process step
to the next. Large buffers where distributed throughout the process to
substitute for the lack of information about what should be scheduled, and to
contain the rework actions frequently required after each process step. Each
process step contained its own 100% inspection and rework area to contain
and correct process problems before they moved on to the next step. On
average, subassembly was a 4-5 day process.
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7.12 Manual Insertion
Once the subassembly process was complete, modules were stored in a
buffer prior to the two PCB assembly lines. It is here that the 20 models were
converted into more than 150 different end items for all the possible car, truck,
engine, transmission and options combinations found in the automotive market
worldwide. The first step in PCB assembly was to mate the PC board with a
casting, connector, and bar code label defining the product family. The only
automated assembly equipment on the PCB assembly line consisted of 4
robotic workcells which inserted power transistors along the housing rail and
held them in place with a spring clip. The balance of the line was manual,
including the insertion of DIP IC's, resistors, crystals, ceramic SIPs and a variety
of other odd shaped components which could not be accommodated with the
standard automation used in subassembly. As in subassembly, there was a
strong reliance on 100% inspection to capture and repair process problems
prior to release to the next step in the process. Once inspected, the module
was soldered in an in-line wave solder, were inspected and reworked again,
and finally entered the test cycle.
7.1.3 Rnal Assembly &Test
The test equipment was the only part of the process capable of automatic
changeover. These test systems would read the bar code labels and download
specific test programs to verify both component values and to simulate
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functional capability. When the module passed test, it would be passed on to
final assembly, burn-in and then a final test. Seven days after entering the
process, a unit would be moved to the warehouse awaiting shipment to an
assembly plant.
7.2 Characteristics of the Old Data Collection System
A data system evolved in parallel with the AEM process, providing
solutions to specific problems as they were required. This system was home-
grown, provided only historical data, and lacked many of the technological
advances that were part of the so-called "CIM revolution", but it did (and still
does) fill a niche in the departments data collection and problem solving
requirements.
7.2.1 The Data Collection System (DCS)
The backbone of tha data system was the quality system, called the DCS.
The DeS collected automatic counts by model, inspection results from several
key points in the process, pass/fail data from test equipment, and most
importantly, the trouble shooter analysis describing the critical parameters of
each process reject. Typically, the trouble shooter data includes the following
data elements:
- Unit serial number
- Source of the failure (test set id)
- Model id
- Tests failed (for analysis)
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- Reject Code(s)
- Reject Part(s), vendor & lot id
This information was passed on to a central database every hour and could be
accessed on-line for up to 2 years. Ease of access and speed of response
were the underlying design rules for DeS.
The DCS system contained a crude but effective- query language that
allowed troubleshooters, engineers and foremen to develop programs to
summarize process problems to provide the information they required to know
what to work on. Although the system did not include its own graphics
package, numerous charts where created on a daily basis through a key
punching operation to keep all employees aware of current trends and
problems. The system was especially useful in the area of communicating
problems to component suppliers (this was a period were most of the focus for
quality improvement at Electronics Inc. looked to the electronic component
supplier because internal process improvement had plateaued). Most suppliers
could phone in to the DCS and receive a custom report describing their
components performance during any time period. Suppliers could
communicate with trouble shooters and engineers via electronic mail and
actually monitored their own performance in the process. Some suppliers even
initiated containment actions independently of their plant contact. As a bottom
line. the system provided the beginning of a measurement system which
provided a list of the TOP-5 problems and could be used to a limited extent for
the verification of corrective actions.
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The system did have several shortfalls which limited its effectiveness. The
primary shortfall had to do more with the process than the ultimate capability of
the DCS. Without an individual bar code to identify each PC board by serial
number, and thus link it to a set of process steps, it was difficult, time
consuming and frequently impossible to identify when and where a particular
board was made. Add to this automated or manual operations with no
capability to maintain or report a history of their own faults or states, and the
result is a system which lacked the data to identify certain sources of variation
in a closed loop fashion. Finally, consider the high maintenance associated
with a custom system and the difficulty in integrating with other developing
plant information systems based on superior relational database structures
[Knox,28] and the Sal language. It was clear that a change was required to
replace the DCS with the quality information system of the future.
7.2.2 The Paperless System
Beginning in 1987, a additional home grown information system was
developed to provide a much needed repository for critical process
documentation, augment some of the shortfalls of the DCS, and try out some
new applications which would be critical in the new plant.
The heart of the paperless system was a manufacturing Bill of Materials
which provided all the information, categorized by process step, for the
manufacture of a particular end item. In addition to providing a single, on-line
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source for the most up-to-date process information, the BOM also permitted
several spin-off applications. The most important being and enhancement the
DCS which would insert the actual 14 digit part number into each failure record
and provide a more accurate PPM value for process failures. Another
application was a daily production schedule for the PW lines and the manual
entry of production counts from all process steps to measure their
performance. The final application was a WIP inventory system which was
supposed to provide a complete inventory each shift based on production
counts, but failed because the counts where not collected automatically and by
serial number.
Most of the functionality provided by the paperless system was planned
to be replaced in the new plant with division or corporate wide systems,
although the applications did provide the AEM team with useful tools and
experience to prepare them for these new systems. Strangely, these
applications also revealed the information generating capability of a system
which can be manipulated to the specific needs of the users, rather than a
delivered product to which business practices must conform. This lesson was
lost on those who would and launch the CIM system in Plant-A.
7.2.3 The (Absence) of Production Monitoring
One very apparent missing link in the existing data collection applications
was a process monitoring system capable of collecting and reporting machine
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fault conditions, other equipment measurements, and throughput statistics. Of
course the manual stations had no means for automated collection of data, and
neither did most of the process equipment. Since most of the equipment for
the new AEM process would be specified by the plant along with the data
collection system, the opportunity to develop eq~ipment capable of
communicating data to the central system existed, and would be a significant
selling point for the new elM system as well.
7.3 State of the System
On the eve of the move from the old plant to the new, all was ready for
change. Automation designed to correct existing chronic problems was waiting
in the wings. Information systems capable integration from the shop floor to
division management to the customer were being readied launch a new
information driven organization. Even the people and management processes
were scheduled to change towards work groups, empowerment and teams. As
we will see in the next chapter, the revolutionary system changes which would
take place between the move from the old plant to Plant-A were directed at
correcting the right problems, but in the end created a whole new set of new
problems which are still being ironed out.
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8 The New Process and Information System
The AEM process in Plant-A is very different from its predecessor in both
equipment technology and operating philosophy. While there were many
places in the old process where people manually added value to the product,
the new assembly process is fully automated except for material handling
operations. Where the old process operated primarily in batch mode, the new
process recognized that the transfer batch could be significantly less than the
process batch, and thus operates closer to the Continuous Flow Manufacturing
(CFM) ideal. In addition, where the old process lacked data about the state of
the system, the new process could collect volumes of data from most process
steps. These l:hanges, among others of similar magnitude, have presented the
operating forces with a whole new set of limits for process performance.
8.1 Characteristics of the New Process
From beginning to end, the new AEM process is different yet familiar. In
any process step, old equipment sits beside the new, integrated into a more
seamless process organized to move product through quickly and with the
highest attainable quality.
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8.1.1 PC -Soard Subassembly
While it has retained its name, the operations which were previously
performed in a subassembly batch mode have changed dramatically in
configuration and operating philosophy between the old and new plants. In
addition to the changes in operating philosophy, subassembly has undergone
several technology changes in the area of discrete SMDs to support higher part
density in the existing AEM package, and is awaiting still further changes as
existing IC's are repackaged into PLCC's and still smaller SMDs. The eight
separate operations previously required to build the PC board, each with its
own buffer of unprocessed and processed units has been reduced to three
operations as part of an overall effort to move PC boards through the area
more quickly.
Insertion of the CPU, the highest value part in the AEM module, was
moved to the end of the board insertion process to permit the addition of the
screen printing operations required for top-side SMD's. The top-side system(s)
begin with a bare PC board, apply a serial number label for tracking purposes,
and perform the most technologically advanced steps in the EEC assembly
process. Panels are transferred in batch mode (magazines containing 18 units)
to the Inline operations. In the alternative process, boards which do not get
top-side SMDs are labeled, the moved directly to the Inlines.
Subassembly operations previously required for Axial lead insertion where
eliminated, and the DIP, VCD and Radial lead insertion equipment was
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integrated into a single Inline operation with a WIP of less than 20 units. Unlike
the equipment it replaces, each of the seven Inlines is configured to run all
model types with only minor changeover losses. From this point, the transfer to
bottom-side SMD is via an automatic Kan Ban' used to control the WIP levels.
Parallel bottom side SMD operations apply the balance of the subassembly
parts, and the finished units are staged in front of OCI.
8.1.2 Odd-Form Component Insertion (OCI)
The most significant change in the AEM process is in the replacement of
the manual assembly lines for odd shaped components with a fully automated,
robotic assembly lines to accomplish the same purpose. Developed by a
division of CIMsolutions, DCI was designed with the most comprehensive
communication link to the CIM system of all the process steps. Ironically, DCI
is also contains the most serious technological and operational challenges and
is currently the limiting area for total AEM performance measures like MCT,
DEE and PPM.
Each of the three DCI lines begin with the assembly of the PC board to
the cast housing and connector. Based on the production schedule, each PC
board family is divided into more than 150 end items whose code is appended
to the existing model and serial number to form a new label which will be used
.
for all subsequent processing. All the hard automation steps and line trafficking
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within the DCI process are controlled via PLC's which are also capable of
reporting states and faults to the elM system.
The robotic line is composed of eleven generic cells which can be
configured to assembly several different part technologies. Each line is
configured with five sets of serial operations with multiple stations in each
operation to balance the line cycle time. Each cell contains one or more robot
end-effectors (EDAn with multiple fingers to pick and insert the wide variety of
shapes and sizes of components. Each cell has multiple feeder positions into
which interchangeable feeders may be docked. Converting one cell type to
another is only a matter of changing the EOAT(s), the feeders and the robot
programs. Unfortunately, the line's high degree of flexibility has resulted in
several layers of complexity in terms of tolerance stack-ups. The absence of
precise, automated setup methods result in the line drifting out of tolerance as
successive, incorrect adjustments IIde-optimize" the mechanical setup of the
cells. This chronic Itolerancingll problem, coupled with certain other hardware
reliability issues within the system contribute to the wide variations in the quality
and throughput performance of the line.
On the positive side, the robots are capable of detecting and reporting
some of their quality faults and all of their throughput faults. This data, coupled
with immediate feedback from the manual 100% inspection station, and delayed
feedback from the functional test stands, provides the potential {or a significant
amount of information to guide the improvement process.
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8.1.3 Final Assembly and Test
The same trend towards automation and reduced MCT seen in
SUbassembly and DCI have been applied in the final assembly and test area.
Soldered units are tested, coated, final assembled and packed in a fully
automated process. Manual handling is limited to the all important troubleshoot
and repair functions. It is here that the capability of the process to produce a
quality product is measured and the results recorded in the Data Collection
system. From this data, all previous process points can retrieve detailed
information about their performance and a list of the TDP-5 issues to focus on.
82 Characteristics of the Proposed CIM System
The CIM system as proposed in during the early design phases in 1988
contained suggested improvements over the existing data collection and related
information systems used in the old plant. Its scope included all the general
areas required, from quality data reporting to monitoring equipment
performance to controlling the WIP inventory for MCT reduction. In the next
section we will look at how the different applications of the CIM system where
supposed to function and their relationship to some of the other information
system envisioned for the new plant. In addition, we will begin to point out
some of the areas where the CIM systems missed the mark.
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8.2.1 The elM System Architecture
The proposed system architecture was a three level hardware structure
where information was filtered and summarized on its way up from the shop
floor equipment to the historical reporting equipment. The CIM system was not
intended to control the manufacturing process in any way, but r,ather to provide
information about the process to the operating forces so that they could take
the appropriate actions for control.
At the shop floor level, the equipment would perform its process steps
under autonomous control, and would pass data such as the unit serial
number, machine faults or other state changes up to the line manager. In
addition, peripheral equipment linked directly to the CIM system such as bar
code readers and data entry terminals would transmit data outside the control
of the equipment itself to the line manager. Data could also be pushed
downward from the line manager, but only through the CIM terminals - their
would be a dependency on the operator to take action on CIM alarms.
The line managers were configured to handle the real time communication
with the shop floor equipment such as PLC's, robots and other placement
equipment. Using propriety databases these mini-computers would store one
days worth of detailed information, summarize this on a half hour basis and
pass it up to the reporting system level. In addition, they would function as a
router for messages and alarms coming down from the reporting machine.
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Operators could log into these systems and access reports, updated every
three minutes, about quality, throughput and WIP information.
The highest level in the CIM system architecture was the shop floor
reporting system. This relational, SQl based database would contain, among
other things, historical summary information for all equipment states, details of
>
trouble shooter information, and a complete history of each module. It is at this
level that standard reports could be developed to link data within this overall
database to provide summary reports and measurables. In addition, engineers
using the SQl language could develop custom query's to report on specific
problems. Interfaces could also be developed to other information system in
the plant such as the Bill of Materials, material control, and component vendor
interfaces. The shop floor reporting system would be the focus of the entire
process - defining where the problems were and aiding in the problem solving
process.
8.2.2 The elM System Applications
The CIM system as conceived in 1988 was divided into seven functional
applications which when taken together would provide the operating forces with
the information they required to run the business.
8.2.2.1 Serialized Tracking Serialized tracking is the backbone of the CIM
system architecture. At each step in the process, a unique serialized bar code
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is read from the unit and passed directly to the CIM system with a time stamp.
This history of the unit includes when it passed through each step of the
process, whether it entered a repair loop, and any faults or repairs associated
with the unit.
The potential power behind serialized tracking comes into play when its
data is used in other applications. For instance, if a unit fails a test, is analyzed
and contains a damaged part, the operating forces can use the unit's history to
determine which process step caused the failure. Serialized tracking provides a
tool for data analysis and problem solving never achievable in the previous
DCS system.
8.2.2.2 Component Traceability Conceived during a period where
component supplier's were linumber 1 on the quality Pareto", the CIM system
included the ability to link a specific supplier and lot id with each module serial
number produced. Operators would bar code wand each part carrier as it was
placed on the equipment, this in turn would be sent to CIM. This data could be
linked by time to the serial number of boards passing through the machine,
generating a list of suspect boards.
The theory of component traceability was that if a quality problem was
discovered with a particular lot of material, then the CIM system could be used
to capture all units which might be suspected of containing these bad parts. Of
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course, the possibilities for calculating accurate PPM values for test failures
would be an additional, indispensable tool.
8.2.2.3 Work In Process Tracking As designed, the new EEC process
places strong emphasis on low MCT and meeting the schedule mix as part of a
continuous flow of product, but even with these factors, producing 60,000 units
each week with more than 150 different end items requires information about
what's available and where it is to aid in the scheduling process. The WIP
system was supposed to do just this, providing snapshots of the contents of
several predefined process queues.
8.2.2.4 Statistical Process Control The SPC application was intended to
automate existing SPC processes, most notably self detected miss-insertion or
miss-placement data from process equipment. According to the system
specification,· SPC could be used to "establish and maintain quality control
plans that define the critical product and process characteristics to be
monitored" and the associated data sources and sample frequencies. With this
configuration data, SPC would collect the data and report out of control
conditions. The system would have no graphical charting capability on or near
each machine, nor would it have a place to enter special causes or actions
taken to maintain the chart in control.
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This IIhidden spell with its preset action levels and limited functionality was
never even considered for use in the new process. In its place, areas using
SPC continue to rely on the equipment notifying the operator of the number of
miss-insertions while the operators manually maintain control charts for each
piece of equipment.
8.2.2.5 Production and Machine Fault Monitoring Production and Machine
Fault monitoring were designed to provide the second major advantage over
the information systems used in the old plant. Machine states and faults,
production counts, and process yields would be collected by the elM system
and converted into real time measurables to help the operating forces manage
day-to-day problems. The data would also be stored to prOVide historical
verification of improvement and possible ties to quality or other chronic
problems.
The production and machine fault monitoring application was intended to
provide a standard set of measurements for all process steps, but only the OCI
lines, developed by the same company as the CIM system, had an interface
capable of sending meaningful data.
8.2.2.6 Failure Reporting and Tracking Failure Reporting and Tracking is the
application designed to replace the DCS with a completely paperless test,
troubleshoot and repair operation. In the old process, testers would print out a
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failure ticket which would be taped to a unit. The troubleshooter would use this
failure ticket, which included the values for failed tests, to aid in the
troubleshooting process. When the troubleshooter determined the cause of the
failure, he/she would enter the analysis into the DCS system and write a repair
ticket. A repair operator would follow the actions on the repair ticket and return
the module to the process. While the most important transaction, the
troubleshooter analysis with root cause for the failure including the
component(s), vendor, and failure code(s) were recorded, the overall
transaction could not be tracked and included several non-value-added steps.
Failure Reporting and Tracking would manage all these transactions, from the
test failure to return to production, by recording them in the database as part of
the serialized tracking application.
Of course the real potential of Failure Reporting and Tracking was not in
the automation of the repair process but in the analysis of failure data. By
combining data from serialized tracking, component traceability, machine fault
monitoring and FRT, the operating forces could ask and automate an infinite
number of questions about cause and effect as part of the 80 process. This
potential, as we will see in the next chapters, is yet to be realized.
8.2.3 The elM System Applied to the Process
The 1988 vision for the application of the CIM system across the AEM
process at Plant-A included ties to most process steps. Serialized tracking and
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component traceability would be used throughout the assembly process to
provide the all important material history. Work in Process tracking would be
applied to subassembly and final assembly, the areas with the largest inventory
components. Production monitoring would be used throughout the process to
provide throughput and downtime measurables. Finally, Failure Reporting and
Tracking would be limited to failures from the test areas - no data from
inspection points throughout the process would be included as part of the
failure database. The plan laid the groundwork for the collection of data, but it
lacked definition for the use and application of the resulting information.
8.2.4 The User's Perspective
In the system specification overview for the CIM system there was only
one brief reference to the system from the user's perspective. It states that the
system would provide screens and reports, via on-line CRT displays, which
'--
would display current production information to aid the operating forces in
evaluating current and past performance. The system would include various
pre-defined reports which would provide management and the operating forces
with critical production information. In addition, this statement of the user
perspective alludes to the fact that the overwhelming majority of useful reports
would not be included with the system, but would need to be generated by the
users themselves by developing queries into the CIM database.
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Interestingly enough, the specification portrayed the system for what it is,
a data sink for process information just waiting for someone to take the initiative
L
and convert data to information to solve a problem.
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9 The Failure of elM at Plant-A
Two years after the beginning of the installation process at Plant-A, the
elM system is no more than a shell of the original vision for a flexible data
collection system which would define the AEM process. While its application to
the AEM process was supposed to be the first in series of installations
throughout the plant and across the division, all other product lines have
sought other vendors or retained their current mix of DCS and home grown
solutions. In fact, the AEM process itself still relies exclusively on DCS for
quality information - only a few of the CIM applications find any users at all.
There is an unending list of excuses for the current state of the CIM
system at Plant-A, and in this chapter we will examine two categories of
"issues". The technical issues related to the hardware, communications
software, applications software and user interface slowed the launch to a crawl,
and necessitated several revisions before the system could even be properly
tested. Many of these technical issues still go unsolved today. The lack of
clear benefits for the intended users of the system is the second major issue.
With the absence of even minor successes during launch no momentum built to
support the proliferation of the CIM system in the AEM process because it did
not "make the users more effective at performing necessary tasks". These two
categories are just excuses of course, the real responsibility for the CIM
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systems' failure lies beyond the system and its users. CIM failed at Plant-A
because management did not insist on a disciplined approach to problem
solving supported by the appropriate tool, a fully functional information system.
9.1 The Technical Challenges
The CIM system is a custom set of applications and software tools
developed specifically for the AEM process. In some senses it is serial number
two, a small subset of the applications had been installed with limited success
in 1988 at one other plant in the division, but the vast majority of that code was
not applicable to the AEM process and had to reworked to permit the new
requirements for functionality.
In some cases the CIM system uses industry standard hardware and
software tools, but the majority of the system is proprietary. For example, in the
upper levels of the system hierarchy Oracle and standard HP communications
tools were used, but "the applications and communications tools at the lower
end are proprietary. The inability of CIMsolutions and later the division staff
software group to successfully and quickly resolve many of these technical
problems resulted in a tiring series of launches and re-Iaunches for the sale
purpose of debugging major issues. In fact, some of these issues have carried
on into the final, "accepted" system. The following sections include examples of
some of the more perplexing and debilitating problems with CIM.
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9.1.1 Data Integrity
When you implement a data collection system the first consideration must
be for data integrity - if the user cannot depend on the data he/she retrieves
from the system then they cannot be expected to use this data in the decision
making 'process. Sources of data integrity issues are in three areas; we'll
discuss each in succeeding paragraphs.
One potential cause for data integrity loss is in the correlation between
how the process actually functions and the model that information system uses
to collect, store, and make sense of the data. One example of this is the
perfect process elM assumes for calculating the WIP inventory - no missed or
double counted module permitted. This resulted in a minute-by-minute loss of
data integrity and made the application worthless. Another example could be
found in the test area. The Failure Reporting and Tracking system assumed
that because units started on one OCI line, they would remain on the same test
and final assembly line through pack, IIcontinuous flow' taken literally. The
reality of the situation is that the process has the fleXibility to permit dynamic
redirecting of work based on maintenance activities or other disturbances. CIM
II10stll the data when reality did not conform to the CIM system model precisely.
A second cause for the loss of data integrity corresponds to the method
by which machines and people enter data into the system. Many of the pieces
of process equipment just could not communicate all the pieces of data that the
CIM system required, or their definition of specific data elements differed from
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the IIstandard'. A great deal of effort went into IIworking aroundll equipment
which could not communicate effectively - often greatly reducing the potential
accuracy and variety of the data available. Whole-sections of the process,
particularly in subassembly, could not be connected to CIM at all. These
pieces of equipment were represented as black boxes with no status, fault or
quality information. Bar code readers locatecj in front of this equipment would
provide a rough serialized tracking function - so much for a standard OEE
performance measure.
The final cause of data integrity loss is related more to the mechanics of
the hardware and software than to conceptual issues. These are software
bugs, and CIM contained many. For example, if a piece of communications
hardware failed between the line manager and the reporting system, the line
manager would hold its data until communication could be re-established.
Upon restarting communication the line manager would dump the archived data
in with the current data, ignoring the actual time stamps provided by the
process equipment. As should be expected, these true bugs are the easiest
type of data integrity problems to solve, but they were so prevalent that some
of the more elusive bugs still exist.
9.1.2 System Administration
An information system has to be maintainable. If the system
administrators have to spend excessive amounts of time correcting chronic
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bugs, performing routine tasks, or maintaining the system configuration they will
not be able to spend time on necessary improvements and enhancements.
The CIM system is not maintainable. During launch it took six people full
time to configure the system and keep the software and hardware running and
even then its uptime was less than 75%. Today, whe'n the system is hardly in
use, it takes four people working part time to perform the same functions. The
system was designed to be configurable as new equipment, faults, or
measurements where added, but the configuration process is completely
manual, including the manual and semi-automatic update of dozens of files
across nine cpu platforms. Until recently, database lIc1eanupll, backup and
archiving took the system down for a complete shift each day and rl!ost of the
weekend - this for a system intended to run 6 days-a-week, 24 hour per day.
The systems administrators have been developing maintenance programs
to eliminate or reduce the affects of these issues, but this is time not spent on
the long list of necessary improvements.
9.1.3 Communications with Process Equipment
As we alluded to in the previous section on data integrity, only about 50%
of the equipment communicates directly with CIM. The DCI and test areas,
integrated by a division of CIMsolutions, support both the PLC and equipment
protocols to provide detailed production, quality and state data.· The complete
subassembly area on the other hand, includes no equipment supporting the
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elM communications proprietary protocol. Although they had committed to
develop interfaces for this equipment, CIMsolutions could not get the
equipment suppliers to conform. Rumors about the issues associated with CIM
during its design and implementation resulted in a lack of commitment on the
part of equipment suppliers and the engineers bringing in new equipment.
9.1.4 Integration to other Information Systems
As we noted in an earlier chapter, the move to Plant-A included the
addition of several new division and corporate wide information systems for
material management and communication. Integration of these systems,
• notably the materials management system, with the CIM system could have
provide a two way sharing of data very beneficial to the efficiency of operation
for the whole plant.
The first application is the Bill of Materials. In the transition to the new
facility, the Paperless system, which provided the detailed engineering BOM
required by manufacturing, was scheduled to be replaced with a download
from the new materials system. Unfortunately, since this system is primarily a
material control system, not an manufacturing engineering system, it does not
contain all the information required to configure the CIM databases. In addition,
the promised gateway was never delivered. The result is that each group of
manufacturing engineers, waiting for the final solution, has deveioped parallel,
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high maintenance processes to capture the data they are missing to build
programs and provide process documentation.
Interfaces between elM and the production schedule and production
count systems could have been used for the automatic, real time update of
production counts based on the accurate serialized tracking application. Again,
the material system does not support a direct interface for count entry
(although it is scheduled to "some time soon"), so all production counts must
be manually entered and painstakingly verified against the automated counts.
9.1.5 Storage Capacity and Speed
A data collection system is only valuable if it can pull data in and turn it
around again - convert it into information - for presentation to the users. On
top of the misery of getting data into the system, CIM could not get information
out.
Due to the volumes of data being collected and the lack of vision about
what was important, inefficiencies in the database design, and the physical
limitations of the hardware platform, the database could not store more than 3
weeks of data on-line. Since some of the systems' objectives were geared
towards historical reporting, measurements of trends, etc., this lack of storage
capacity boggled the minds of DCS system users. DCS, a system for
monitoring the long term quality performance of component suppliers and the
process could store 2 years on-line, providing the necessary background for
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analyzing some process trends. While the issue has been contained with
additional hardware (a six month window is promised for some data), the
absence of a clear strategy for what is important to what resolution bogs the
system down with useless data, and causes other useful data to be discarded
pre-maturely.
The time required to enter and retrieve data from an information system is
inversely proportional to its usefulness. For example, the forms for manual data
entry tripled the time it took troubleshooters to analyze and record a failure.
The time required to retrieve even a simple report could be on the order of
minutes in the original releases. This step backwards from seconds in DCS to
minutes in CIM, technically related to the database structure and scope of the
queryI would prove to be one of the largest stumbling blocks for user
acceptance.
9.1.6 The Tool Set
If CIM had performed as intended in terms of data collection, then the
next largest technical issue impeding its success would be the lack of a useful
tool set for extracting data. Although sold as a lIuser friendlyll system with
IIgraphical interfacesll and lIengineering work stationll support, CIM came with
only a few rudimentary text reports to serve as examples of what data could be
extracted from the system. All customization was up to the users, but what
tools did CIM provide?
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At the device level, the proprietary communications software could only be
modified by the expert programmers from division staff, little hope of
enhancements there. On the line managers, the Ureal-timeUproprietary
database did not include a query language more user friendly than C or Unix,
so custom reports would again require an expert programmer. On this level,
there was also no provision for real-time graphical reports for machine uptime,
quality feedback or alarming.
On the level of the reporting machine, the Oracle database provided a
SQl interface for writing reports, but the complexity of the database required
significant training before a normal system user, a troubleshooter for example,
could write and format custom reports. Again, unless the operator had some
significant programming background, generating custom graphs or statistical
analysis required and expert programmer for coding and usually require
solutions on PC software with their undesirable program seams and lack of
commonality.
9.1.7 Summarizing the Technical Issues
While these and the hundreds of other issues slowing the launch of CIM
could have all been overcome by either time, money or resources, they created
an environment were the user was left wondering whether the threatened
change was worth the effort.
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92 Utility for the System Users
It has been noted by Rouse [Rouse,162] that there are four determinants
for assessing the success of an information systems' implementation. These
four determinants focus, not surprisingly, on the user and the benefits the
system will bring in terms of enhancing his/her contribution to the organization.
These determinants will be defined and analyzed with regards to the CIM
system in the following sections.
9.2.1 Does the System Add Value?
According to Rouse, the user must perceive the system as functioning as
advertised and adding value to their performance. In order to evaluate this for
the CIM system, we need to go back to the specification and the presentations
by the project team to understand what was promised to the users. With this
perspective, we can look at individual users and evaluate the benefits they have
r~ceived from the system.
The benefits promised by both the system supplier and the project team
installing the system were reflections of the systems proposed functionality.
They include:
1) History of each units completion of all operations.
The backbone of the system, serialized tracking functions as
intended. It is still plagued by some low level data integrity
issues relating to operational procedures. but provides a
powerful tool for tracking down problems. .
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2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
Automatically purge units containing faulty components.
Traceability only functions for 10% of the components. The
balance rely on manual logs or no traceability. Component
suppliers do not have access to their part's performance as in
the past.
Improve process efficiency through reporting and alarming on yield
losses. -- .
Machine fault data could be used for problem solving in DCI if
appropriate tools where developed. Non-functional in the
other 2 sections of the process. No real time feedback or
graphic displays to provide alarms for a self controlling
feedback loop.
Reduce MCT (minimize and manage WIP).
The WIP application still does not function due to data integrity
issues. Inventory for scheduling purposes is taken manually
once per shift.
Improve troubleshoot and repair capabilities.
The old DCS has been redesigned for the interim. A
redesigned Plant-A version of Failure Reporting and Tracking
is currently being launched and should finally provide a
transition out of DCS and lay the groundwork for statistical
analysis based on serialized tracking, machine faults, and
failure data. FRT wiU_be applied to all inspection and test
areas.
Automatic generation of standard reports like trend and Pareto
graphs.
No standard tools provided. DCI developing some custom,
but high maintenance applications. All reporting functions in
CIM are high maintenance and historical in nature.
Increase engineering capabilities for data analysis with relational
database and SQL.
When the data is available, this will be true.
From a management standpoint, these were some of the expectations created
for the system and their current status. Two points things should be noted.
First, only one expectation was fully met, while the balance were met only
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partially or not at all. Second, only the last two expectations begin to address
the real purpose for the system, improvement, although they approach it in a
round-about way.
From the users' perspective, the operating forces whose job would be
made easier or more effective through the use of the CIM system, the utility of
CIM is even bleaker. For troubleshooters, increasing the time to enter a failure
and taking away the standard mail system only makes them less effective. For
the machine operator, a system whiCh cannot link inspection failures to their
machine in closed loop fashion is to late to help them porrect the problem. For
,J
the engineer, the wrong mi~",of data and the difficulty of configuring new data
elements means that manual collection and compilation is still more effective for
problem solving. On all sides, the users have not benefited from the CIM
system.
9.2.2 Do the Benefits Outweigh the Cost of Change?
The information systems benefits must outweigh the 'cost' of learning the
system. This cost can be measured in both the time invested in understanding
and building the interfaces and reports which have been made obsolete, plus
the cost of training in the new methods and procedures.
If we take the words of the DCS users, then the change is not worth the
benefits. After hundreds of hours of training on the functionality of the CIM
system (introduction to the purposeless reports generated by CIMsolutions for
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demonstration purposes) these users see that all their custom reports for
tracking process problems, reporting vendor fallout and knowledge about Ad-
hoc query's will be lost. Although promised as part of the system deliverables,
none of their custom reports have been duplicated for the new system.
When we look at the users in an area like DCI, the perspective may be a
little different. The manufacturing subsystem that is DCI, made up of robots
and people and subassemblies and operating rules is the limit for overall AEM
performance in the areas of quality and throughput. It also is the area where
the equipment designers delivered strict conformance to the CIM system
interface protocol and rich set of equipment failure codes. DCI is the only
process area actively trying to use the majority of data which CIM has to offer,
and on the side of equipment faults, they are benefiting. What DCI requires
however, is the quality side of CIM so that the feedback loop from test can be
made automatic through serialized tracking - pinpointing the cell, feeder or
vendor creating the current quality issue so that it can be shut down and
corrected. Without this vital link for quality feedback, being blocked by the DCS
dependent test area, the DCI initiatives may also be short lived.
9.2.3 Does it Support Individual Requirements?
The system must be flexible enough so that "users retain th~ desired
opportunity to exercise their manipulative, perceptual, judgmental and creative
skills" [Rouse,162].
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When you change the perspective to look at the systems potential and
ask, IIcould the system support individual requirementsll the answer is yes. With
valid data in all critical applications the CIM system would contain a wealth of
potential information which could be used to direct, contain and verify
improvement efforts and support the objectives of each problem solving team.
Returning to where the system is today, with subassembly and test
folloWing their own paths and Del's 30% of the data an incomplete set at that,
the opportunities are limited to a few useful but mundane reports.
9.2.4 Does the Organization Support the System?
The system must be supported by colleagues and supervisors. This may
be the most important prerequisite for the successful implementation of an
information system. However, the meaning of management support or
commitment differs from what one might normally consider.
The CIM system was certainly backed by Plant-A management. The
systems department, with responsibility for project management of the CIM
system launch and related interface to the software and hardware suppliers,
drove the development and installation of the system during its four year life.
With the support of division management and division staff information systems,
the goal was to successfully launch the CIM system as delivered, first in the
AEM department, then in all other plants and product lines in the division. At
the plant level, frequent informational meetings were held to keep all areas of
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the plant excited about the l'future benefits of CIM". At the AEM department
level, unprecedented amounts of time were spent in meetings with the systems
department to understand the issues discovered during the CIM system
installation and to review the actions required to correct these issues.
Management at all levels were committed to the successful launch of all the CIM
applications, whether or not they would provide benefits for the bottom line.
This commitment to launching a "system", founded in the constraints
established by a misinterpretation of the project's goal, is not the kind of
commitment required. The goal of the CIM project was not to install the CIM
system, rather it was to provide a tool which supported the problem solving
process. In the AEM department, management did not drive a consistent,
disciplined approach to problem solving like TOP-5 and TPS. Since this
discipline for solving process problems was not being demanded of the
operating forces for the whole department, each area could pick and choose
the parts of the CIM system it would not support. Judging the technical
challenges of launching CIM against local objectives made it easy for the
operating forces to reject all the applications that did not add values to their
jobs.
Approaching the launch of the CIM system with an eye to TOP-5 and TPS
for the whole department would have provided a very different type of
management support with the potential for a different outcome. "In chapter 10
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we will see how this last critical element would play the most important role in
the elM systems success at Plant-Z.
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10 The Success of CIM at Plant-Z
At Plant-Z, the same CIM system which failed at Plant-A is a qualified but
developing success. Faced with most of the same technical problems as Plant-
A, Plant-Z took the cumbersome and sometimes crippled CIM system supplied
by CIMsolutions and turned it into a living and growing information system
.
which drives the plant towards improvement every day, week and month.
Supported and used by each area of the plant to report and improve their
performance, the Plant-Z CIM system has pulled the AEM department together
with a common language for measurement and improvement. For Plant-Z, a
presentation of the CIM systems' capabilities to division management answered
these most important questions: "How do you run the business?", and "ls it
effective?".
10.1 Status of the Plant-Z CIM System
The CIM system in Plant-Z no longer resembles the original software
developed by CIMsolutions. Although key applications still function as the
backbone of the system, many applications have been eliminated or modified
during the two years since installation. Driven by the need for data to support
the problem solving process, the system has been forced to evolve towards the
flexibility required to provi'€ie focus for solving TOP-5 problems.
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10.1.1 Does the System Add Value?
In response to the question, "does the system add value?1I [Rouse,162],
we can look at the list of expected benefits used to judge the Plant-A CIM
system and determine how the Plant-Z system fares. These anticipated benefits
included:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
History of each units completion of all operation.
The backbone of the system, serialized tracking functions as
intended. In addition, the emphasis on data integrity has
provided a source for: automated production counts.
Automatically purge units containing faulty components.
The traceability function is available for all components, and is
used in conjunction with the data from the quality system to
corral suspe.ct material.
Improve process efficiency through reporting and alarming on yield
losses.
Graphic workstations throughout the plant and in the offices
provide real time feedback on throughput and quality
measures. Reaction begins at the shop floor and works its
way up through management.
Reduce MCT (minimize and manage WIP).
Redesigned to use the serial number to provide an exact
measurement of WIP throughout the process. Provides
precise measurement for production and scheduling which has
reduced the MCT to less than 18 hours.
Improve troubleshoot and repair capabilities.
Data entry and database structure redesigned. Yield losses
are recorded from every inspection and test station to measure
their effectiveness and provide detailed failure analysis data for
the TPS process.
Automatic aeneration of standard reoorts like trend and Pareto
- . .
graphs.
Most reports are generated directly from CIM, or from data
provided by CIM. These reports include quality and
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throughput trends, TOP-5, and custom reports for solving
specific problems.
7) Increase engineering capabilities for data analysis with relation
database and SQL
With accurate data, and a system support group chartered to
add new data elements and reports at their request,
engineering and the operating forces has access to powerful
information tools.
It is clear from the above example that the Plant-Z system may be judged as a
success in terms of meeting the original expectations. While the Plant-A system
met few none of the expectations completely, the Plant-Z system has met or
exceeded all of the original expectations. It did not do so in the form originally
intended, but it is the end result, not the form it takes which should be judged.
10.1.2 Do the Benefits Outweigh the Cost of Change?
While there were strong differences of opinion on this question at Plant-A
because of the conflict with existing systems, the answer is much easier for
Plant-Z. Driven by the requirements of the disciplines of problem solving, Plant-
Z began their data collection efforts manually. Beginning in this manual mode
forced the team to determine what were the essential data required to support
the measurements. With the opportunity to automate the collection of these
necessities, the operating forces of Plant-Z could only see the benefits which
added time for problem solving would bring.
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10.1.3 The last 2 Questions
The answer the last two questions posed by Rouse for the judgement of
an information system's success, "does the system support individual
requirements" and "does the organization support the system" is a most certain
'yes'. The underlying reason for this answer is detailed in the next sections.
10.2 The Essential Difference
Strong similarities existed between the launch of Plant-A and Plant-Z, but
the difference in environment between the two launches is dramatic. While the
two plants started with essentially the same product, vendors, process
equipment, support staff and reporting structure within the electronics division,
Plant-Z was driven from the beginning by one underlying philosophy, the
introduction and strict adherence to proven disciplines for problem solving.
The disciplines adopted by Plant-Z management and driven into all levels
of the organization are not out of the ordinary, and contain no secrets for
success in and of themselves, but they drove and continue to drive the entire
team in its process of continuous improvement.
10.2.1 Measurements
The disciplines begin with the adoption of a standard set of
measurements. As would be expected, measurements for the operating forces
included PPM for quality, MGT for throughput, and GEE for the measurement of
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throughput improvement. Of course, it is not enough to just define the
measurements; to be data driven, the data to generate these measurements
must have a source, and it must be a good, reliable source. For Plant-Z, with
no history or investment in Plant-A's DCS and related systems, the only choice
was the CIM system.
The CIM system did not work. The same technical problems which were
discouraging its launch in Plant-A also plagued the system's launch in Plant-Z,
but the response to this challenge was entirely different. After several
unsuccessful revisions by the software supplier, Plant-Z decided to ignore all
future updates supplied by CIMsolutions or c;iivision, discarded the applications
that were not working, and focused on fixing or working around those
applications they needed to' support the measurements. Emphasis was placed
on the Serialized Tracking and Failure Reporting and Tracking applications to
provide essential data for calculating PPM and MCT. DEE, especially in the
area of machine faults, would continue to build on data from a combination of
manual observations and a quick and dirty custom data collection application
until these more essential quality control systems were functioning.
With the commitment to CIM as a data source for measurables came the
commitment to attaining data integrity. A team was set up, using none other
than standard problem solving disciplines, to identify the sources of the data
integrity issues whiGh plagued the process and eliminate them. -Using this
approach, many improvement where made in the process and software to
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guarantee that the data was close to 100% accurate. With dependable
measurements, the operating forces could take real stock of their current
status, develop realistic goals for improvement, and begin the task of problem
solving with the confidence that results from certainty about what is wrong.
10.2.2 TOP-5
With the data collection process beginning to take shape, the use of that
data to generate a list· of TOP-5 problems could begin. These top issues would
be tracked by each work team throughout each day, be the catalyst for
discussion at weekly meetings, and provide the basis for reporting the plants
status to division management on a monthly basis. The whole plant, from the
operator to the plant manager would use the same information to determine
where the key problems resided and what resources had to applied towards
their solution. Of course, improvements in the TOP-5 would be apparent to all,
providing not only a common stick, but a common reward system.
10.2.3 Team Problem SoMng
Team Problem Solving, detailed in chapter 4, is the next key discipline for
Plant-Z's process of continuous improvement. It is this discipline, with the
enabling power of accurate measurements, that has made the investment in
correcting and using the elM system worth the effort. While the AEM
department at Plant-A continues to struggle with the challenge of automating
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the generation of measurements and TOP-5, Plant-Z has gone beyond the
reporting steps and is improving the information system as it improves the
process.
From identification of a problem to containment actions to verification of a
solution, the Plant-Z system has evolved into a set of tools which allow the
operating forces, with the aid of experts when required, to implement an
information generation system in CIM which helps them solve the problems at
hand. When a problem is identified, detailed current and historical data can be
used to quantify the current state of the system. As actions are taken to solve
the problem, they can be entered into CIM and their affect on the measureables
can be tracked. When the problem is finally solved, the same programs
developed during problem solving can run continuously to monitor the
corrective action and flag any changes in the measurables. If the problem is
chronic, these monitoring programs can be incorporated into the process itself
to warn the operating forces when actions, like the adjustment of a piece of
tooling, are required. In every step of the problem solving process, the elM
system at Plant-Z frees the operating forces from the uncertainty created by the
absence of information and empowers them to act rationally in the improvement
process.
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10.3 The Bottom Une Measurements
The bottom line for jUdging the effectiveness of the Plant-Z approach to
problem solving - using the TOP-5 and TPS supported by CIM - is to compare
the performance measurements for Plant-A and Plant-Z.
- The first time yield, defined as the percentage of units which pass all
testing the first time, is 95% at Plant-Z compared to 90% at Plant-A.
- The throughput rate, defined in units per hour, is 40% higher at Plant-Z
with the same basic process equipment.
- The Manufacturing Cycle TIme at Plant-Z is under 18 hours while it
exceeds 2.3 days at Plant-A.
Although a direct comparison is difficult, the fact that both processes are almost
identical in equipment and layout and that they both launched with comparable
measurables indicates that the rate of improvement at Plant-Z is much greater
than Plant-A.
For the operating forces, it has been the disciplines of TOP-5 and TPS,
along with the information system which evolved to support them, which
provided the competitive advantage.
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11 Condusions
The opportunity to redesign and automate all or part of a manufacturing
proce~s brings with it the possibility for many improvements. In the redesigned
process, chronic problems of past systems can be eliminated, random variation
in quality and throughput inherent to manual and semi-automatic operations
--- .
can be designed out, and different technologies may provide previously
unachievable levels of control: the technological solution for variation reduction
holds seemingly endless promise. The reality of any new process, however
superior it may be to its predecessor, is that there is still room for improvement.
Old challenges may be eliminated, but new challenges to the way time and
resources and data must be put to use will soon be called problems and
problems must be solved.
The goal, then, is to anticipate the onslaught of potential or imagined
issues and arm the operating forces with the tools to correct one problem after
another in an ongoing basis. For this improvement process to be self
sustaining, a disciplined approach to problem solving which refocuses itself on
top issues is the first essential element. The second element is the evolution of
an information system which can lead the operating forces from problem
identification to root cause analysis to verification that a problem has been
eliminated. It is only in this way, with the disciplines of improvement driving the
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information system to' change, that the information system itself can help
sustain the improvement process.
From the case study, we saw that the plant which did not have a
complete dedication to a strong discipline for process improvement could not
manage to focus on fixing and improving the information system either.
Without accurate measurements which can be distilled into a TOP-5, the
operating forces in Plant-A were obliged to work on those problems which
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seemed the most important at the moment. Although the operating forces may
actually have solved some problems, the absence of disciplines for sticking with
a problem, finding the root cause, and verifying the implemented solution will
.'
prevented them from being certain of the effectiveness of a permanent solution.
Without a focus for solving process problems, the essential areas for
improvement within the information system were also unclear, so the seemingly
endless list of issues and continually changing priorities prevented the system
from being useful to the users. The elM system failed at Plant-A because the
systems group was focused on delivering the original package to specification,
and the operating forces, lacking the wisdom of discipline, could not agree on
how this critical effort could be refocused to provide the information they
needed.
The circumstances were different in Plant-Z, where top down commitment
to the problem solving disciplines of TOP-5 and TPS forced both the operating
forces and the systems department to focus on improving the production
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process. Beginning with the measurement system and continuing through the
prevention stage, the CIM system was continually used and refined to automate
the generation of information that could help solve problems, or information
which provided a solution to the problem itself. Very different from the more
traditional, turnkey concept of information system, the Plant-Z CIM system is
successful because it has automated those tasks which the process has
dictated are necessary, rather than the ones which were anticipated years .
earlier during the system design. As:-an. essential and indispensable parr-of: the
problem solving process, the CIM system at Plant-Z will continue to evolve to
meet the needs of the operating forces as they drive themselves for continuous
improvement.
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